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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to trace the development of
political consciousness in the South African novel.

It

will examine the works of four authors over a forty-year
time span in an effort to show the varied interpretations
regarding the turmoil and injustice that hallmarks South
African society.

The study will indicate how the trend

of thought has developed over time from solutions
involving Christian, pacifist beliefs to a more radical
approach- revolution.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF
POLITICAL CONSCIOUSNESS IN THE
SOUTH AFRICAN NOVEL

1

INTRODUCTION

The premise of this work is that the study of
political literature can make a valuable contribution to our
understanding of politics;
South Africa.

in this case, the politics of

While some political questions do not lend

themselves to empirical investigation, nonetheless, they
should not and cannot be ignored.

Political knowledge is

not merely that which can be measured and quantified?
rather, political knowledge can be based upon personal
observation and disciplined reflection.

Moreover, political

knowledge need not always take the form of some kind of
"law” presented impersonally or abstractly.

Literature can

assist us in understanding certain phenomena which otherwise
would elude our comprehension and can help us to make sense
of lifeless abstractions.
Because literature reflects to a large extent the
cultural, social, and political environment, South African
literature can illuminate for us not only the turmoil and
anguish present in that society, but their very foundations.
This study will examine these foundations through the works
and views of various noted black and white writers from the
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late 1940's to the present decade.

Each writer exhibits

different facets of the apartheid system and highlights
various factors which help maintain and support the status
quo.

Yet with each of these authors we see the literary

imagination collide with the harsh and ever present barriers
which mark the South African political regime.

The result

is fiction that, at times, suffers stylistically, but it
also indicates the monumental difficulty of finding
solutions to the problems of apartheid.
Many political scientists, no doubt, would frown
on the use of literature as a viable approach to the study
of politics.

They could validly argue that facts cannot be

established by political fiction.

But this only means that

political literature has to be approached with other
concerns.

If one studies Robert Penn Warren's novel, All

the King's Men to gain a biographical account of Huey Long,
the "Kingfish," governor of Louisiana in the '30's or an
accurate portrait of Southern politics, one would be
seriously misguided?

for, quite simply, this book is not

reliable factual history.

1 Nevertheless, this work

is highly relevant for an understanding of various aspects
of politics.

Warren conveys to us what is was like to be

living in, and part of an era, and what it meant and did to
the various characters.

Furthermore, the book explores

various themes such as morality and responsibility which
touch us all by virtue of the fact of our humanity.

Also
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the book carefully delineates the sources of power and
leadership and leads us to a deeper understanding of
concepts such as "interest.”

My point in focusing on All

the King's Men as it relates to political fiction is that
political literature can facilitate our insight and shape
our perspective regarding particular political situations or
ideologies.

We are able to experience what we otherwise

would be unable to, for in the words of Danilo Kis, a noted
East European writer, "literature is the only available tool
for the cognition of phenomena whose size otherwise numbs
our senses and eludes human grasp."

2

Much criticism, however, has been leveled at South
African literary fiction.

Many of the charges center on the

accusation that much of the literature produced in South
Africa lacks the sophistication exemplified by most western
literature and leans more toward journalistic propaganda.
While this, as I have noted is true to some extent, in
recent years, South African literature has increasingly
grown into a literary form of lasting creative merit and
3
value.
In order to understand the predicament faced
by South African writers, it is imperative that we take into
account the predominance of social and political pressures
which dominate the lives of South Africans, and to which
South African literary artists, in particular, are
sensitive.
With the victory of the Afrikaner Nationalist
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Party in May, 1948, the entrenchment of white supremacy
appeared assured.

Up to the outbreak of World War II, the

Nationalist Party attempted to consolidate its power by
enacting increasingly oppressive policies of racial
discrimination.

Yet, the decade proceeding the war saw the

appearance of an attempt to relax these harsh controls.
This spirit of possible cooperative coexistence was, in
reality, an illusion held by many who opposed the government
and longed for rapid social change.During this period there
was an outpouring of literature that reflected this desire
for justice.

The government reacted to this outburst of

creativity with a vengeance;

the decade of the '50's was

marked by harsh censorship laws and other oppressive
measures.

The most significant of these proved to be the

1950 Suppression of Communism Act and its 1962-65
ammendments.

In effect, these prohibited the printing and

dissemination of any materials that could be perceived as
controversial in any way.

The government defined the term

"communist” so loosely as to include anyone critical of
apartheid— the cornerstone of Nationalist policy.
Furthermore, the General Law Amendment Act of 1962 made it a
crime to encourage any social or political aim which in any
way affected the present state of the Republic.

As a final

measure to eradicate opposition through the written word,
the government established the 1963 Censorship Act which, in
effect, banned the written or spoken word of nearly all
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black South African writers.

4 Subsequently, by the

mid-1960's conditions for South African writers had reached
an all-time low point;

many writers were banned,

imprisoned, or forced into exile.

Due to these oppressive

policies nearly every South African novelist who is
committed to literature as something other than
entertainment has been affected in some detrimental way by
the government.
In spite of these limitations, literature of
significant quality continues to flourish in South Africa.
This is not a unique phenomenon when one considers that some
of the most influential literature and creative thought in
the West has been produced during periods of extreme
hardship or crisis.

According to Kenneth Parker, what we

see in South Africa is a paradox:

on the one hand, the

existence of an abundance of conflict— both personal and
environmental— which potentially gives rise to art;

on the

other, a restrictive environment which attempts to stifle
5
the growth of that art.
Thus, a factor that we
Westerners cannot dismiss lightly when regarding South
African literature is the grim social and political
realities dominating that country.

We must always keep in

mind that, "the basic experience *of life in South Africa for
both the novelist and ordinary citizen, whether black or
white, involves an oppressive discrimination in all phases
of existence."

6
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For the novelist, it is impossible to ignore the
social reality of one's surroundings.

Because he or she is

an artist they may tend to see more clearly or feel more
directly the inequities which the average person accepts
with resignation.

In most cases, given this sensitivity,

the writer cannot merely accept this oppression or casually
ignore it;

rather "he must record what he sees by

evaluating, judging, and interpreting the social milieu out
7
of which his themes arise."
The challenge for the South African novelist is
one of balance;

the balance between the artistry of his

craft and recording the realities of oppression which so
heavily impinge on everyday existence in his country.

This

tension between vision and artistry is especially crucial
and relevant to the South African novelist for there is
great temptation for this balance to be tipped at the
expense of artistic style.

In particular, if the novelist

is dealing with an ideology, there is a tendency for the
novel to become didactic and the guiding vision mere dogma.
It must not be the author's sole objective to persuade his
audience to accept a particular position, for he then runs
the risk of producing propaganda instead of literature.
According to Irving Howe in his book, Politics and the
Novel, the fatal flaw for the novelist occurs when he
sacrifices his art for the sake of getting his message
0

across.

I think, in the case of South African
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novelists, this flaw is not indicative of a lack of artistic
mastery or talent, but rather mirrors the tension and
complexity of the socio-political structure.
The authors examined in this study, Alan Paton,
Nadine Gordimer, J.M.

Coetzee, Sipho Sepamla, and Mongane

Serote, all attempt to trace the roots of their country's
problems and the causes for the entrenchment of the
repressive political regime in South Africa.

Within these

works spanning a forty year period, we can detect a shifting
pattern of political consciousness.

Alan Paton traces the

roots of the South African political system to the myth of
Afrikanerdom;

Nadine Gordimer attributes the political and

social stagnation which is emulated in the changing content
of social relations to the failure of liberalism;

J.M.

Coetzee shows how the implementation of "legalized"
terrorism accentuated, by the modernization and
mechanization of the twentieth-century, keeps the status-quo
intact;

and Sipho Sepamla and Mongane Serote point to black

collaboration within the system.
There is, however, not only diversity of approach
in the South African political novel, but a pattern or
direction of thought.

The development of political

consciousness has moved away from the early visions of an
Alan Paton to a more radical stance that lends itself to a
call for violence.

The movement of thought and vision has

evolved from a cry for Christian love to the necessity of
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revolution.
Each of the authors to be discussed possesses
unique qualities as both visionary and stylist;

yet,

because of the urgency of their messages and thoughts we
sense a lack of completion, of wholeness, in their novels
and ideas.

I believe this indicates that this evolutionary

cycle of political consciousness is incomplete.

The stage

has now been set for revolution, yet an unstated question
remains;

after the revolution, what?

The authors do not

address this issue, they hint discreetly at it but do not go
beyond that point.

Given the events which have occurred

recently in South Africa and the widespread conviction that
revolution is now inevitable, it seems likely that the
political novelist will now enter a new stage of political
consciousness, focusing on the shape and content of a
possible new order after the old has been violently
overthrown.

9
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CHAPTER I: ALAN PATON

According to G.

E.

Gorman, Alan Paton*s Cry the

Beloved Country heralded for three reasons a new era in
South African fiction:

1) it expressed in strong and

readily accessible language the effects of South Africa*s
racial and cultural policies on the inhabitants of the
region;

2) it opened the way for a new protest school of

South African fiction in English;

and 3) it provided a

profound influence and impetus for similar developments
among black South African writers.

1 Prior to this

point, most ,fAfrican** literature was primarily written by
Western authors such as Conrad who saw Africa as a uniquely
exotic setting for essentially non-African themes.
Furthermore, there was a tendency to treat Africa or
**African-ness** as a secondary theme or in a "romantic** mode.
With the introduction of Paton*s first novel, romance as a
literary mode was gradually edged out by political realsim
for, "romance belong{ed} to a period of South African
literary history when the present{political} situation,
though in the making had not reached its present exacerbated
proportions.*'

2
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The political environment of South Africa at the
time of Cry the Beloved Country’s publication— 1948— seemed
more congenial to controversial and outspoken activities
than in the preceding several years.

Particularly, in the

decade prior to World War II the government’s policy of
racial discrimination had grown increasingly oppressive with
the introduction of several measures including one which
removed the African voters from the common electoral role.
Yet, the era of World War II hinted at a relaxation of
stringent policies and the establishment of an environment
of peaceful co-existence.
was widely held.

.

.

"This belief in imminent change

.In spite of the fact that in

reality this was very far from the truth it at least gave
people the impression of change and a weakening hold by the
3
.
. . .
government."
In turn, this motivated individuals to
become more outspoken and critical in their views of the
government.

Correspondingly, more South African writers

felt free to work and publish in this "freer" atmosphere.
Cry the Beloved Country, while portraying a
significantly accurate picture of South African life during
the immediate post-war years, is still successful and
attracts a large contemporary readership due to the fact
that Paton addresses issues and touches upon themes
reflective of various universal human truths and concerns.
Although the setting in which the events take place may be
unfamiliar to most readers, such themes as social
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disintegration,

fear and the thirst for social healing and

personal understanding could and did evoke empathy from a
world torn and disoriented by war.

These themes are

actualized by the quests of two characters:

James Jarvis in

his search to understand the life and mind of his murdered
activist son and Stephan Kumalo*s search for his missing
4

son, Absolom.

The story which contains these deeper and complex
themes and issues is a relatively simple one.

Stephan

Kumalo, a Zulu pastor from the tribal village of Ndotsheni,
ventures to the vast, industrial city of Johannesburg to
search for his sister Gertrude who went there and was never
heard from again.

He hopes to find his son Absolom who went

earlier to find Gertrude and had also failed to return.
Furthermore, Kumalo anticipates a reunion with his older
brother John who had left the village for Johannesburg never
to return.

He finds all three, naively believing that they

all can and will reunite once again to form the close-knit
tribal family;
entangled m

but, to his dismay, he discovers each

a web of "moral degeneration.”

5

Absolom, a confessed murderer, is awaiting trial
for the murder of Arthur Jarvis.

The young Jarvis is a

white man noted in Johannesburg for his devotion to and work
in the cause of racial justice.

He is the only son of James

Jarvis, a farmer who owns a thriving farm overlooking the
barren valley of the Ndotsheni.

During the trial, the two
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fathers meet.

Each seeks to understand his sonfs
divergence from accustomed ways— the one
fallen from the standards of the church
his father served, the other committed
to a vision of racial justice quite
alien to his father's conventional
assumptions.
Their mutual recognition and acceptance of each other's
suffering exceeds the "colour bar" and embraces their sense
of shared humanity.

Their chance meeting in the country is

the highlight of the book, for Paton is able to fuse the
personal issues with the social ones.

Fully alive as

characters, the two fathers encounter each other not as
black and white but as two human beings bound together by
the bond of personal grief and loss.

The solace and comfort

they extend to each other signifies the compassion and
capacity of love within all men.
Although many may not have agreed with Paton's
liberal views on race relations, they could not deny the
fact that his novel was an accurate portrait of the social
conditions in South Africa at that time.

The tribal lands,

as described by Paton, really were, in essence, barren
wastelands inhabited primarily by the very old and young.
Most of the young men had left their villages to work in the
gold mines or in major cities such as Johannesburg.

The

inner city slums festered with violence and crime due to
lack of opportunities— both social and economic.

When he
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first arrives in Johannesburg, Kumalo confronts two social
realities which occurred there in 1946, these being the mass
boycott of buses by non-whites in protest against fare
increases and the erection of the large squatter camp known
7
as Shantytown.
Paton was very disturbed by what he saw as the
social and moral disintergration in South African black
society.

In an article published in Forum Magazine on

December 15, 1945 (on the eve of his departure for Europe
and America during which he wrote Cry the Beloved Country)
Paton addressed the issue of crime among the Africans.
o

He dismissed the widely-held assumption that the

crime wave was a post-war phenomenon and ascribed this
disintegration to the impact of western economics and
culture.

Families were torn apart, often males went to

cities never to return to their tribal villages.

Those

families which left the villages to start afresh in cities
often experienced defeat, unemployment, and humiliation.
The slums, with their atmosphere of urban decay, contributed
to the moral and social degeneration of the black African
family.
Country.

This theme is reiterated in Cry the Beloved
Kumalo encounters this "moral and spiritual" decay

when reunited with his sister, brother, and son.

Gertrude

has been reduced to prostitution and selling bootleg liquor
to support herself, and his brother has become a grasping
power-hungry politician.

Paton*s solution to counter this
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trend of disintegration both in the novel and the article
involves restoration through moral and spiritual means.
These include education, growth of self respect and self
worth, and job opportunities.

This restoration can be

applied on a universal level particularly since the
twentieth century has become, in the words of Hannah Arendt,
the age of superfluous man.
The fear which begets conceptions such as racial
prejudice is a predominant theme in this novel;

indeed,

fear is a predominant feature in all the South African
novels I have read.

This fear is so prevalent that it can

inhibit justice and eradicate any possibilities of
constructive change.
various incidents.

In the story, fear is manifested in
South Africa is enveloped in fear, and

this fear is a major preoccupation of the white population.
Paton opens one of his most powerful chapters in this book
with various conversations among whites.

The reader is

transformed into a silent observer drinking in the random
comments and observations of confused and terrified whites.
The atmosphere of racism in the everyday lives of all South
Africans is such that cannot be forgotten for a single
moment.

Who can enjoy the lovely land, who can
enjoy the seventy years, and the sun
that pours down on the earth, when there
is fear in the heart? Who can walk
quietly in the shadow of the jacarandas,
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when their beauty is grown to danger?
Who can lie peacefully abed, while the
darkness holds some secret? What lovers
can lie sweetly under the stars, when
menace growsgwith the measure of their
seclusion?
Due to the increasing violence in Johannesburg
which included several murders of whites by Africans, the
whites begin holding informal meetings all over the city to
combat this new crime wave.

The fruition of their efforts

is exemplified by their demands for more police, heavier
sentences— including, in some cases, the death penalty— for
all native housebreakers, and a new native policy.

Everyday

the newspapers report a new incident of violence inflicted
on a white by a black.

Perhaps the most startling and grim

assessment of the situation comes from the devout pacifist
black minister, Msimangu, who predicts much violence in the
days ahead.

"I have one great fear in my heart, that one

day when they turn to loving they will find that we are
turned to hating.”

10

Although Paton appears preoccuppied with the
problem of restoring the dignity of the black man, he also
attempts to eradicate the fear of the white man.

This can

be seen in the transformation of James Jarvis who represents
the white South African status quo.

Tragically, it is only

after the death of his son that he comes to understand what
motivated this crusader for human rights.

The elder Jarvis

ventures to his son's library in which he comes to discover
and appreciate Arthur's liberal views on social justice.
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Initially deeply disturbed by what he finds, James tries to
avoid the room but finds himself mysteriously drawn to it
and its contents.

For the first time, the father's unseeing

eyes are opened to the real plight of the black South
African and the need for restitution.

Furthermore, he

conludes that the appropriate memorial to his son's memory
is to carry out his son's work.

Although he is not equipped

to accomplish fully Arthur's plans, James helps the best way
he knows how.

This includes providing aid for the drought

stricken village of Ndotsheni, donating money to help Kumalo
restore his weather-beaten church, and supporting the
African Boy's Club.

Thus, Paton's prescription for

eliminating the white man's fear of the black includes
understanding, compassion, and, above all else, brotherly
love.
The novel has many strengths including sheer
poetic mastery of rhythm and style, intuitive and
compassionate observations, and reflective and insightful
themes.

Yet, as with any work, Cry the Beloved Country has

its shortcomings.

While I view these as noteworthy

pitfalls, I in no way wish to suggest that these problems
undermine the significance of the book.

One must certainly

take into account the era in which Paton wrote this book?
however, I believe he unwittingly portrays the black man, in
general, in a negative fashion.

His portrayal of John

Kumalo and the other two African activists is perjorative,
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which, in

turn, lends one

politicians are

to the inclination that all black

corrupt. Paton suggests that John

is

anything but a loyal, dedicated servant of the people,

There are some men who long for
martyrdom, there are those who know that
to go to prison
would
bring greatness to
them, there are
those
who would go to
prison not caring if it brought
greatness or not.
But John Kumalo is
not one of them.
There is no applause
in prison.
We encounter John giving a speech
are presented with the reactions of various

at a rally

and

people.Stephan

is stunned and somewhat disturbed by his brother's
persuasive oratory skills.

The police are openly afraid of

him, for in their minds, the man definitely spells trouble.
Once again we have Msimangu's great words of wisdom which
leave a great impression on us:

"If this man were a

preacher, why, the whole world would follow

him.

.Perhaps we should thank God he is corrupt.

For if

he were

not corrupt, he could plunge the country into bloodshed."
12

Why do the only black African political figures m

the novel have to be corrupt?

Why are these men not

portrayed as the potential salvation of their race?

This

can, in part, be better understood when we examine Paton's
own political views— these I shall highlight shortly.
Msimangu is another disturbing character.

True,

he is a devout man of the cloth who believes in
non-violence.

He laments the predicament his people find
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themselves in and hopes for change, but he believes the
white man is the black's only salvation.
pacifist— he is subservient?

He is not solely a

his character as portrayed in

the book is analogous to that of an Uncle Tom-like figure.
Furthermore, I am uncomfortable with Msimangu as the
embodiment of the ideal black African personality as viewed
by Paton.
Stephan Kumalo is also a weak character in certain
aspects.

He, like his colleage, is compelled to look to

white society for deliverance from his race's plight.

He is

hopeful that Arthur Jarvis's young son, whom he tutors in
Zulu, will be the new "Messiah" by following in his dead
father's footsteps and even remarks that the boy is a small
angel from God.

13

Kumalo is portrayed as a black man

with a "heart like a white."
In a larger sense, one gets the impression that the
black African is the equivalent of Rousseau's "noble
savage."

He was innocent and carefree living in his

village— almost child-like— until he fell victim to big bad
whitey and his citified ways.

As a child who has gone

astray, he will eventually need his parent to show him the
way.

Such misconceptions, in effect, deny the African

responsibility which inadvertently denies his equality.

In

essence, all the black Africans, with the exception of John
Kumalo, appear passive, "leaving the limelight of
14
philanthropy to their white superiors."
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In terms of political literature, what can one say
about Cry the Beloved Country?

Is it political at all since

Paton suggests the path to a more stable, freer, and equal
South Africa is a spiritual one rather than a political one?
My answer is yes in some aspects and no in others.

On the

one hand, the novel fails when Paton attempts to solve the
tensions religiously rather than politically;

yet, on the

other hand, the novel succeeds in broadening our political
understanding of the nature and problems of South Africa.
Also, it is a novel of protest— rejecting the racism and
hatred indicative of that country.

Paton*s argument in

favor of this Christian love is a product of his own
liberal, political philosophy.

Above all else, Paton abhors

violence and advocates the policy of gradualism, for he,
like many liberals at that time, feared revolution and the
15
possibility of majority rule.
However unrealistic or
naive one may find Paton*s solution, perhaps comfort can be
found in the fact that both the elder Jarvis and Kumalo
through their "communion" of shared suffering achieve
spiritual solace as well as a new level of understanding.
In treating and resolving the political tensions of South
Africa from a religious perspective, Paton appears
apolitical;

yet, as his novel attests, life in South Africa

affords no one this luxury.
As alluded to earlier, the hopeful resonances in
Cry the Beloved Country had some basis in fact.

In 194 6,
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Prime Minister J.C.

Smuts had appointed the Fagan

Commission to assess the problems of migratory African labor
and examine the conditions in urban areas.

It was widely

expected that the commission would make liberal
recommendations to Parliment.

Furthermore, it was

anticipated that these recommendations would be implemented
through the influence of Jan Hofmeyr, Deputy Prime Minister,
who then seemed the most likely candidate to succeed Smuts.
Yet, along with seeing Paton's historical novel published,
the year 1948 also brought the re-emergence of the white
backlash.

The Nationalist Party with its policy of

apartheid received resounding support particularly among the
rural populace.

Also, Jan Hofmeyr died shortly after the

election and with him so too the hope for any strong
Parlimentary opposition to apartheid policies.

Paton*s

vision of societal progress through faith was greatly
diminished.

Hence, his next novel, Too Late the Phalarope,

written in 1952 did not pretend to offer solutions to South
Africa's bleak racial problems.

Instead, Paton's purpose

was not only to describe apartheid but to trace its
ideological roots as well.
Too Late the Phalarope tells the story of Pieter
van Vlaanderen and the inner struggles of his soul.
is the model Afrikaner citizen:

Pieter

besides being a decorated

war hero, he is a highly respected police lieutenant and a
nationally acclaimed rugby player.

Young, attractive, and
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vigorous, Pieter is a pillar of his community.

Yet he

violates the strict provisions of the South African Morality
Act which outlaws sexual relations between blacks and
whites, inevitably causing his and his entire family's
tragic destruction.
The setting of this "Fall" is a small town in
Transvaal— a virtual cornerstone of Afrikaner nationalism.
Paton's description of the town and its inhabitants embodies
the myth of Afrikanerdom.

The mist had gone and the stars shone
down..
.on the whole countryside that
they had bought with years of blood and
sacrifice;
for they had trekked from
the British Government with its
officials and its missionaries and its
laws that made a black man as good as
his master, and had trekked into a
continent, dangerous and trackless,
where wild beasts and savage men, and
grim and waterless plains, had given way
before their fierce will to be separate
and survive.
Then out of the harsh
world of rock and stone they had come to
the grass country, all green and
smiling, and had given to it the names
of peace and thankfulness.
They had
built their houses and their churches;
and as God had chosen them for a people,
so did they choose him for their God,
cherishing their separateness that was
now His Will.
They set their conquered
enemies apart, ruling them with
unsmiling justice, declaring "no
equality in Church or State," and making
the iron law that no man might touch a
black woman, nor might any whjte woman
be touched by a black man.
This myth of being God's Chosen People, persecuted until
delivered to their earthly Kingdom, is not unlike our own
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Puritan myth of America being the haven for His people or of
the Israelites and their promised land.
Pieter's father, Jakob van Vlaanderen, is the
embodiment of these fundamentalist ideals.

The scene in

which Jakob rebukes his guest, Flip, who asks drunkenly,
"What is the point of life?"

symbolizes the strong

conviction present in Afrikaner nationalist mentality.

In

response to his guest, Jakob thunders, "the point of living
is to serve the Lord your God and to uphold the honor of
your church and language and people, take him home."
17
At that time in South Africa there were basically two
political camps among Afrikaans-speaking South Africans,
which I shall mention in a moment.

Moreover, within the

white population there was, and still is to this day, a
dichotomy between the English and Afrikaner communities.
Although the Afrikaner community is the larger of the two
groups— "in 1936, 55.9 percent of the total white population
spoke Afrikaans at home, and in 1976 an estimated 59
percent"

18

— the Afrikaners have always attempted to

develop and perpetuate ethnocultural differences not only
between themselves and the black and coloured populations
but with the English-speaking population as well.

Yet,

after the Second World War when white supremacy appeared to
be, for the first time, in jeopardy due to the influx of
blacks to the urban economy, a sector of the Afrikaner
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political community under the leadership of Louis Botha
sought to unite both white communities to maintain white
control and supremacy.

Other Afrikaners rejected this

notion fearing that Afrikaner heritage and identity would be
ultimately sacrificed to the English enclave.

Jakob van

Vlaanderen is representative of the latter camp;

whereas,

his wife, sister, and son subscribe to Louis Botha's ideal.
19
*

The precarious relationship of Pieter and his
father not only symbolizes the tragic lack of understanding
between parent and child but also mirrors the political
schisms present in the Afrikaner community.

This is

illustrated in their conflicting views regarding patriotism.
At the outbreak of World War II, the South African parliment
was divided over whether to enter the war on the British
side or remain neutral.

It was narrowly decided that South

Africa would enter the war against Germany;

similarly, the

white population at large was also closely divided on this
issue.
son;

This issue was to drive a wedge between father and
Jakob deeply resented the fact that Pieter volunteered

to serve for he felt, as did many Afrikaners, that this war
was primarily an "English” war.

Hence, when his son

returned a decorated war hero, Jakob scornfully referred to
the medals as "witheemse kaf"— foreign trash.

20

As with Cry the Beloved Country, Paton weaves
actual events with the plot of the story.

Such is the case
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of "the man Smith", who murders his black servant girl upon
learning that she had conceived his child.

This event,

perhaps more than any other incident, demonstrates this
society's obsession with racial purity.

In order to protect

his identity, Smith murders the girl, and, accompanied by
his wife, cuts off and buries the girl's head.

This case

exemplifies the tragic lengths a person, who otherwise is a
law abiding citizen, can go and may be forced to go when
faced with possible punishment for breaking the supreme law
.

.

.

forbidding interracial sexual relations.

2

1

.

Prior to

the Nationalist Party victory in 1948, there was a
law— established in 1927— against illicit sexual relations
between white and non-white;

however, by 1950, two more

acts were passed which were basically extensions of this
fundamental law— the Prohibition of Mixed Marriages Act of
1949 and the Immorality Act Amendment Act of 1950.

The

extensions in themselves reveal the essence of the new
Nationalist ideal.

By prohibiting interracial marriage and

outlawing any racial mixing even among the non white
populations, the emphasis is clearly on the concept of Pure
22
Race.
Hence, for a white South African to break
these laws is regarded as the "ultimate" sin against his
race, and therefore the reprecussions are devastating.
In Too Late the Phalarope various characters
embody varying attitudes towards this "ultimate sin against
one's own race."

The majority of the town, including Jakob,
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adhere to the law with steadfast conviction.

It is Jakob

who after Pieter's arrest scratches his son's name from the
family bible and orders his sister to burn and destroy
"everything that the man ever gave to me, and every likeness
of him, and everything in this house that has anything to do
23
to him."
Others, though a very minute minority,
are more compassionate towards Pieter's "crime."

These

include his mother, his Aunt Sophie, and the
English-speaking policeman Captain Massingham.

It is chiefly through the contrasting
attitudes of of old Jakob and Tante
Sophie that we see the opposing themes
of destruction and restoration brought
into confrontation?
and here the
sacrificial justice demanded by the iron
law outweighs the compassionate justice
g^horted by Christ and his followers.
For Paton, this uncompromising attitude is a grave offense
to the true Christian ethic.

Massingham stresses this point

when he remarks to Tante Sophie, "An offender must be
punished, mejuffrou, I don't argue about that.

But to

punish and not restore, that is the greatest of all
offences."

She reiterates his feelings when she replies,

"Is that the sin against the Holy Ghost?"25 This
struggle between the concept of forgiveness as opposed to
unrelenting judgment is also a major theme and concern of
the book.
As alluded to previously, the relationship between
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father and son is constrained and aloof at best.

Jakob is a

powerful figure whose proud strength is derived from his
cultural heritage, and his son's sensitivity towards nature
and the arts leave him puzzled and cold.
not a monster;
his son.

However, Jakob is

he just does not know how to reach out to

Pieter knows the pride his father derives from all

things South African;

therefore he presents to Jakob a book

on South African birds for his birthday.

In an attempt

towards reconciliation, Jakob promises to show Pieter the
phalarope, the small wading bird indigenous to South Africa.
Knowing that his son is an avid stamp collector, he goes to
great lengths to purchase some expensive stamps.

This

apparent thaw in his attitude towards his son is short
lived;

the realization that both father and son share some

common interests is shattered with Pieter's arrest.

What

might have been will tragically never be as the title, Too
Late the Phalarope so poignantly suggests.

The tragedy of

the situation is compounded by the fact that Jakob is unable
to forgive his son and thereby must eradicate Pieter's very
existence from his mind.

He cannot do otherwise and still

remain a true Afrikaner.

In Paton's mind this is the

ultimate tragedy of Afrikanerdom;

this inability to forgive

and the blind faith and support ascribed to the "iron" law
of the land spell for Paton the inevitable destruction of
Afrikaner society.

Indeed, Old Jakob is found dead,

clutching his bible eight days after he was "struck down."
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Yet, there is still hope in the guise of people like
Pieter's mother, Tante Sophie, and others.
Tante Sophie, who relates to us Pieter's story, is
the embodiment of the true concept of love.

As narrator,

she describes objectively the people around her as well as
the events which eventually shatter her entire family's
existence.

Unmarried, Sophie has lived with her brother's

family for many years;

thus, we come to know both Pieter

and Jakob from her sympathetic viewpoint.

She acknowledges

that Pieter's fall is not the result of periodic moments of
temptation but is, rather, the product of his relationship
with his father and the environment in which he was raised.
Her powers of perception are revealed by the fact that she
is the one who notes the strain between Pieter and his wife
Nella?

she correctly interprets the black servant girl

Stephanie's sexual attraction to Pieter;

and she is the one

who senses the emotional turmoil that her nephew is
experiencing.
The sources for Pieter's inner struggle are both
psychological and physical.

Early on in his life while at

the university, he becomes plagued by the "mad
sickness"— his attraction to non white women.

He interprets

these desires as abnormal, for all his friends are repulsed
at the mere thought of touching black skin.

Often he

recalls his conversation with his friend Maffie concerning a
Malaysian girl.

Although she was beautiful and desirable,
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Maffie had been repulsed by her and later had commented to
Pieter that, "the touch of such a person was abhorrent to
him.

.

.and [that] he did not think it was learned;

he

thought it was deep down in him, a very part of his nature."
26

Pieter attempts to cope with his abnormalty all

along envying the fact that those who surround him are not
likewise tempted.

In vain he struggles to convey his

feeling to his friends, Captain Massingham and Kappie the
Jewish shopkeeper, but his pride handicaps his efforts.

One

could make the case that Pieter's attraction is the
manifestation of his unconscious desire to rebel against his
father, yet Paton does not attempt to rationalize Pieter's
27
problem by blaming Jakob.
Pieter is aware that his
predicament is his alone and that he can receive help from
his closest friend if he so chooses.

His efforts to control

his desires are further aggravated by his wife Nella's
warped attitude towards sex.

She, according to Sophie, "had

some idea that was good and true but twisted in some small
place, that the love of the body, though good and true, was
28
apart from the soul."
Nella's prudish attitude
towards physical intimacy is in part the product of her
strict religious heritage, but her extreme revulsion at
hearing that the white boy Dick had attempted to accost the
black girl Stephanie, "suggests that her other heritage, the
ideal of Pure Race is inextricably entwined with her
religious attitude."

29
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Pieter*s susceptability to temptation is
heightened by periodic visits from his distant cousin, Anna.
Anna is a flashy, city girl who one evening unwittingly
paves the way for Pieter’s destruction.

Anna encourages

Pieter to go out and have a few drinks with her, frustrated
and lonely because Nella and the children are away, he
readily accepts.

Fortified with numerous brandies and

aroused by Anna's passionate good-night kiss, Pieter decides
to meet Stepahanie at the vacant lot;

and as Paton clearly

demonstrates, the repeat visits to Stephanie are conscious
and calculated decisions on Pieter's part.
Stephanie also makes a deliberate effort to seek
out the young lieutenant— although for reasons altogether
different from those of Pieter.

Her one motivating factor

is the custody of her child whom the authorities have
threatened to take away from her unless she stops selling
illegal liquor.

The girl hopes that by pursuing Pieter, he

will protect her and her child.

Consequently, it is also

for the sake of her child that she carries out Sargeant
Steyn's plan by betraying Pieter.
The terror of discovery is the predominant concern
for Pieter for he realizes that the consequences of his act
will affect his entire family.

Pieter hopes that in lieu of

such devastating repercussions he will find the courage and
strength to resist temptation;

unfortunately, he becomes

all the more intrigued by Stephanie.

For a short while
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Pieter's transgressions are not discovered, and he begins
once more to feel at ease.
his secret liason.

Also, he vows to put an end to

Ironically, during this same time the

future appears hopeful particularly when Jakob invites the
family on a picnic in hopes that he and Pieter will catch a
glimpse of the phalarope.

Tragically, this new

determination on Pieter's part and the attempt at
reconciliation on Jakob's comes too late.

Several days

after the picnic, Pieter is arrested for violating the
Immorality Act, Number 5 of 1927.
With his arrest and conviction, Pieter's
destruction is complete and the punishment far more reaching
and lasting than his jail sentence.

He himself had observed

earlier to a friend that, "It's a thing that's never
forgiven, never forgotten.
two years.

The court may give you a year,
30
But outside its a sentence for life."
In

such a society where laws are made of iron, there is no
possibility of forgiveness, no hope of restoration.
Tante Sophie laments,

Once a charge is made, a charge is made;
and once a thing is written down, it
will not be unwritten.
And a word can
be written down that will destroy a man
and his house and his kindred, and there
is no power of God or Man or State, nor
any Angel, nor anything present or to
come, nor any height, nor any depth, nor
any other creature that can save them,
when once the word is written down.

As
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There are a few people, who despite majority
opinion, empathize with Pieter and stand by his side.
Kappie silently suffers with the grieving lieutenant;

the

power of his love for his distraught friend, enables Kappie
to talk Pieter out of killing himself.

Captain Massingham

stands loyally by his friend against N e lla1s father.

When

the latter vows to "shoot him {Pieter) like a dog" because
he has offended the race, the Captain states with
conviction, "As a policeman I know an offence against the
law, and as a Christian I know an offence against God;
32
I do not know an offence against the race."
Pieter's

but

mother, whom Tante Sophie describes as the human exemplar of
true love and compassion, also stands by her son.

In fact,

Sophie's closing remarks express her desire that Pieter's
mother should have told his story, "for maybe of the power
of her love that never sought itself, men would have turned
to the holy task of pardon, that the body of the Lord might
not be wounded twice, and virtue come of our
offences.
In both Cry the Beloved Country and Too Late the
Phalarope, Paton takes great stock in the concept of
Christian love.

Paton's indictment of the Afrikaner

community is based on its lack of forgiveness;

hence, the

capacity to destroy a man and his family with no hope of
compassion or understanding is both self-righteous and
self-destructive.

Moreover, in the later novel, one can see
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how such policies as apartheid affect people and what
lengths they may be forced to go in order to remain inside
the legal edges of their society.
Too Late the Phalarope, like its predecessor, has
several pitfalls which should not be ignored.

Once again we

see this tendency of Paton*s to romanticize the black
African as an innocent child gone astray under white
contact.

Describing the countryside, Paton notes, "Here the

black people lived their lives in a separate world, in the
round grass huts with their small fields of maize and beans
and sweet potatoes.

Some way it would be better if they

stayed there altogether, for then they would be protected
«%

against the evils of our civilization.

M

The few

black characters, in particular Stephanie, passively subject
themselves to the will of the white man whether benevolent
or cruel.

On the other hand, the white characters are

vividly depicted in the story's plot.

Pieter is portrayed

as a young Greek God with all the necessary virtues of that
role as well as a fatal flaw essential to his downfall.
35
His flaw is lust— lust for a black woman.
In the
context of South African society this flaw which might
normally be construed as a biological urge takes on a cosmic
importance.

Pieter really never questions the law

[Immorality Act] nor is outraged by it, and, in actuality,
he is not shocked by his lust.

However, he is horrified by

the object of his lust— "the terrible sickness"— a black
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African woman.
As we shall soon discover, this obssession with
sex across the "colour bar" is prevalent among many South
African writers.

In his autobiography, Towards the

Mountain, written nearly thirty years after Too Late the
Phalarope, Paton observes that most of the men who break the
Immorality Act of 1927 and its extended acts are white.

The

terror of discovery and its consequences are just as grave
as they were in the 1950's.

If a white man of any substance, a
minister of religion, a professor, a
lawyer, a schoolmaster, is found guilty
of breaking this law his life is ruined,
even if the court suspends his
punishment.
At the time I write this,
three white men have committed suicide
in the last few weeks rather than face
trial. More and more, white people are
beginning to ask themselves which is the
greater offence, to commit a sin of the
flesh or to3destroy the person who
commits i t .

We now turn to Paton's most recent novel Ah, But Your Land
is Beautiful— "a title which implies a painful irony
suspended between the hesitant Ah, But, and the conventional
tourist compliment to South African residents:
37
Beautiful."
The book, the first part of a

Your Land Is

projected trilogy, concerns itself with the period between
1952 and 1958, tracing the political atmosphere of South
Africa up to the period of Dr.

Hendrik Verwoerd, mastermind
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and instigator of apartheid ideology.

Once completed, the

trilogy will trace South African political history up
through the late 1970's with particular emphasis on the era
of Prime Minister Vorster who made any expression against
apartheid illegal.

The novel begins with the launching of the nonviolent
defiance campaign in June 1952 by both the Indian and
African Congresses and concludes with the election of Dr.
Hendrik.

As in previous novels, Paton blends fictional

matter with actual historical events which makes his story
all the more powerful.
drawn from real people;

Several characters in the novel are
others are purely fictional.

Robert Mansfield the Liberal Party leader is a partial
self-portrait and others, such as Patrick Duncan, Archbishop
Clayton, Chief Lutuli, and Manilal Gandhi are real persons
38
who appear under their own names.
A wholly
fictional character is Van Onselen, a civil servant with the
Minister of Justice's office.

Through his numerous letters

to his aunt we find that he is an avid supporter of the
administration's plans for the separation of the
races— apartheid.

He heralds the triumph of Dr.

Hendrik's

election as Prime Minister in 1958 as marking South Africa's
enterance into the "Golden Age."
fictional counterpart of Dr.
Onselen, in this golden age,

Dr.

Hendrik is the

Hendrik Verowoerd.

For Van
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it will be the role of the masses to dig
the gold and the role rulers to spend
it. No one will be prevented from
participating in the activities of the
golden age, except of course that black
people must realize that 'there is no
place for the native in European society
above the.level of certain forms of
labour.'
Dr Hendrik believes that by the year
equally

1976, "or someother

miraculous year," the 'black tide' will return to

the homelands.

Ironically, it is that very year, 1976, when

Soweto school children revolt against the system of Bantu
Education instituted by Dr.

Verwoerd.

In the novel's first chapter, "The Defiance
Campaign," we meet the young Indian girl, Prem Bodasingh,
who has gone to jail repeatedly for entering a public
library off limits to non-whites.

Her plight as well as

several other incidents exemplify the effects of apartheid
laws on individuals.

We witness the removal of black

residents from "white only" designated areas;
fate of Mr.

we lament the

Prinsloo, a man of mixed blood, who has married

a white woman and attained seniority at his job reserved for
whites, but is subsequently investigted by authorities and
forced to leave his job and family;

and we are saddened by

the fact that Prem and her one true love Hugh, a white
student organizer for the Liberal Party, will never be able
to marry unless they abandon their cause and move abroad.
In subsequent chapters with the aid of Van
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Onselen's letters we receive confidential news regarding the
reactions and proposals of many high-ranking officials in
response to the growing opposition.

The demolition of

Sophiatown, a black township outside Pretoria, is to be only
the first in a series of demolition attempts aimed at
eradicating "blackspots" which according to the government
are the remaining vestiges of their enemies' former rule.
Furthermore, the penalty for protesting even the slightest
law is to be increased to five years in prison and ten
lashes, and the very mention of racial equality is to be
regarded as "furthering the aims of communism."

There are

several other letter writers in the novel including the
Preservation of White South Africa League whose major
objective is to terrify Robert Mansfield into resigning from
the Liberal party, as well as demented and obscene letters
signed by a "Proud White Christian Woman."
As in Too Late the Phalarope the issue of Pure
Race and "the sin against the blood" is examined.

This time

the victim who is destroyed is not a character who evokes
our sympathy— instead it is the pompous, self-righteous Jan
Woltemade Fischer, BA., B.Ed., LL.B., Ph.D., and honory
LL.D., who stands accused.

Due to the fact that this man is

a highly regarded spokesman on the the virtue and neccesity
of apartheid, "White Pretoria is struck dumb by the Fischer
arrest."

Ironically enough he is sentenced to death not as

punishment under the Immorality Act but under the code for
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treason.

He is convicted under the auspices of the very

words that he himself had authored several months earlier:

To offend against the Immorality Act is
not to commit a sin of the flesh.
It is
to commit treason against the nation.
It is to break the law that was made to
preserve the purity of the nation.
There is no offence greater than to sin
against4the purity of the
nation.
Part five presents us with a satirical view of
those Christians who purport the merits of racial
separation.

The incident involves the church clause— a part

of the Native Laws Amendment Act of 1957 which empowers the
Prime Minister to forbid a Bantu to attend any function in a
white area.

In Bloemfontein a minister of the white

Anglican church refuses to allow black and coloured mourners
to attend funeral services for a highly respected local
white authority, Karel Bosman.

As a reconciliatory gesture,

a black minister asks a judge on the supreme court to attend
a foot washing ceremony on Good Friday.

The judge readily

accepts and is asked to wash the feet of an elderly black
woman.

Remembering how this woman, who had been his

children's nurse for many years, had kissed his children's
feet when washing them, the judge humbly returns the gesture
by twice pressing his lips to her aged feet.
Coincidentally, a white reporter witnesses the ceremony and
headlines it— much to the shock and dismay of the Afrikaner
community.

As Paton so poignantly comments, "It's the kind
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of story that hardly any South African could be indifferent
to.

You either like it or you don't like it."

41 In

a more serious tone, Paton once again addresses the nature
of true Christian love and compassion.

The cruel and

violent actions taken by the white South African community
in response to the protest methods embodied in the Gandhian
principle of non-violence serve as a painful reminder of the
religious pitfalls of self-righteousness.

The warning given

to Prem by an elderly Hindu captures the true essence of
such hypocrisy;

"If you ever become a Christian, you must

keep your eyes on Christ so that you will not get a chance
42
to look at Christians."
As with the two previous novels examined here, Ah,
But Your Land is Beautiful touches on themes which are
relevant not only to South Africans in particular but to all
peoples in general.

One such theme regards the ethical

considerations that can plague any office holder at one
point or another.

Should a person of conscience resign from

office in protest of unjust laws or should he or she remain
in office to, in effect, soften their blow?

Such is the

predicament of Robert Mansfield who resigns his post as
principal of a white boy's school to join the Liberal Party
in its fight against apartheid.

Later he is faced with

another agonizing decision— should he stand his ground and
fight or leave for the sake of his children?

In response to

the increasingly violent attacks against his family,

Mansfield emigrates with his family to Austrelia.
The novel comes to a close with the election of
Dr.

Hendrik as Prime Minister.

The political opposition

has experienced a severe setback with Mansfield's departure
and the path to the Golden Age appears to be a smooth one.
Yet, as the New Guard predicts, the fight for freedom will
continue for "The national wealth of our country, the
heritage of all South Africans, shall be restored to the
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people."
The following day this newspaper along
with a number of other publications is declared undesirable
by the government and banned from further publishing
activities.

As the present situation in South Africa

attests, the cries for freedom are not to be aborted.
For Alan Paton the tragedy of South African
society is inextricably interwoven with the Afrikaner myth.
The Afrikaners view themselves as God's "Chosen People" and
consequently, the rightful and sole possessors of the land.
This attitude of self-righteousness ordained by God is
emulated in the socio-political atmosphere of South Africa.
This staunch Calvinism is an integral part of Afrikaner
political culture embodied in law and social relations.
Although their Calvinism is religious in origin, as
exemplified in their laws, it is a twisted view?

a

perversion of theology and ultimately of law itself.

In

such a society, as demonstrated in Paton's novels, any
deviation from the status quo is unacceptable?

moreover,
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that there is no room for forgiveness exacerbates the
intensity of the political situation.

The path away from

self-destruction and toward salvation lies in the Christian
ethic of love and equality.
The belief in fellowship and faith in the power of
Christian love led Alan Paton, along with others, to form
the Liberal Party which promoted the spirit of non-racial
democracy in South Africa.

The party, which supported a

policy of extending the franchise to all of South Africa,
was at one time a viable political force.

When, in 1968,

Parliament passed a law which made it illegal for anyone to
belong to a racially mixed party, the Liberal Party
44
disbanded rather than expel its black members.
During the 1950's and '60's, there were other
dnter-racial organizations devoted to the liberation of
South Africa's non-white population.
reformist and non-violent in approach;

Their methods were
their aims centered

on the establishment of an open dialogue with the government
to discuss policies.

Many people, both black and white,

however, became disillusioned with the minimal successes
achieved with this approach.

Increasingly, many blacks,

disgusted with the obstinancy of the government, moved from
reformist to revolutionary objectives.

After the failure of

both the Passive Resistance Campaign of 1952-53 and the
Congresses of the People Campaign of 1955-56, an internal
division developed within the African National Congress
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(ANC).

There were many blacks who argued that alliance with

white, Indian, and coloured movements weakened the ANC.
What was needed was a purely African movement devoted to the
emancipation of blacks by whatever means necessary.

After

failing to gain control of the ANC, this group seceded and
45
formed the Pan-African Co(gre)s {PAC} m 1959.
Paton*s vision of love, justice, and forgiveness was
increasingly being outdistanced by events.

Revolution, not

reconciliation, was becoming the order of the day.
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CHAPTER TWO: NADINE GORDIMER

In 1965, Nadine Gordimer noted, MI am not a politically
minded person by nature.

I don't suppose, if I lived

elsewhere, my writing would have reflected politics much.
If at all."

1 Up to that point, Gordimer primarily

dealt with private relationships or the shock of
self-realization in her works;

her themes repeatedly

focused on the individual rather than on the greater public.
Yet, as the political scene grew progressively worse,
Gordimer became increasingly preocuppied with turmoil on a
societal level.

As we shall discover in the two novels

discussed here, The Late Bourgeois World and July's People,
Gordimer's primary predicament in making this transition is
keeping the public and private aspects of her characters'
lives unified.

Initially, Gordimer attempted to do this by

approaching the subject of interracial sexuality in
increasingly public contexts.

Hence, in the 1950's,

Gordimer concentrated on these private relationships and
traced the challenges encountered by her characters on a
larger social context.

Her convictions pivoted on the

premise that the power of relationships across the colour
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bar could and would effect change.

Her hopes appeared to be

actualized by the political events of the 1950’s.

In

particular, with the growth of the multi-racial African
Congress, Gordimer believed the racial barriers to be
disintegrating through individual change, thus, paving the
way for an egalitarian society.

Gordimer never downplayed

the difficulty of this transformation for either the
individual or society.

Yet, her earlier works,

’’consistently depict individuals gaining ’the background of
self-knowledge' which enables them to challenge apartheid."
3
Gordimer's vision proved to be ephemeral and her
disappointment with this failure is emulated in her works.
For Gordimer, the failure of improved personal contacts as a
path toward creating a less oppressive society is indicative
of ills other than racism that plague the individual and
society at large.

On the individual level, the selfishness

of human beings and their inability to "break-out" of their
own immediate concerns inhibits individual and societal
progress.

This, in turn, reflects the social class

structure in South Africa which enslaves
individuals— particularly liberal-minded whites— and, in
efect, renders their actions impotent.

The novels dealt

with in this chapter epitomize the frustration experienced
by such individuals.

Furthermore, the works offer us a grim

analysis of the poltical and social conditions in South
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Africa.
Nadine Gordimer*s novella The Late Bourgeois World
gives us an intimate glimpse into "bourgeois” white society.
In tracing one day in the life of Elizabeth Van Den Sandt,
Gordimer expertly illuminates the sterility of life in white
society which makes it almost futile for Elizabeth to
maintain anything but a mechanically routinized existence in
an effort of sorts to protect herself from her inner
emotional turmoil and emptiness.

The atmosphere of white

South Africa, "falsely cut off from and yet surrounded by
4
black society,”
is such that damns most whites to a
sterile, deceptive "normal” existence and condemns those who
choose to act otherwise.

This "normal" existence— the

acceptance of apartheid— is perceived by the author as both
deceptive and self-destructive?

for analogous to

institutionalized slavery, apartheid corrupts both the
oppressed and the oppressors.
The story opens with the arrival of a telegram
informing Elizabeth of her ex-husband Max's suicide.

During

the course of the day, Elizabeth visits her son at boarding
school to relay the tragic news?

ventures to the nursing

home to see her senile grandmother?
lover, Graham?

meets with her current

and receives a visit from a black activist

seeking her help.

With the culmination of these events we

are given her recollections of her life with Max, her
trouble with her in-laws, and glimpses of the resistance
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movement in South Africa during the 1950's and 60*s.

The

allusive unreality of the past along with the complexity of
present-day events are such that they have left Elizabeth
contemplating the ure very nature and reason for her
meaningless existence.

It is as if she has been stripped of

all emotion, becoming, in essence, a mere shell of a human
being.

All she possesses is a body, a memory, and an acute

and unhappy consciousness.
The novella gives us a valuable glimpse of this
bourgeois world.

Although the notion of bourgeois is never

given an unequivocal definition we can note the
applicability of this term to white South African life.
Clearly, for both Elizabeth and Max, the experiences in
white society are both unhappy and alienating.

It is

particularly for Max who, as the product of conservative and
upstanding parents, becomes a left wing revolutionary and is
ultimately imprisoned for sabotage.

Elizabeth remembers

Max's unhappiness growing in privileged society:

Max grew up looking out on the veld,
here.
His parents had their farm— what
the estate agents call a country
estate— on the edge of the city.
His
father was a member of parliment and
they used to have big Party receptions
there.
They bred pointers and
ducks— for the look of the thing, Max
used to say.
But he told me that when
he was a child he would come back from
his solitary games in the veld and at a
certain point suddenly hear the distant
quacking of the ducks like a
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gonversation he couldn't understand.
Likewise, Elizabeth feels uncomfortable and is
alienated by various societal expectations.

At eighteen I was quite sure, of course.
I would be married and have a baby.
This future had come out to meet me as
expected, though perhaps sooner. Max
might not have been the man according to
specifications, but the situation, deep
in my subconscious, matched the pattern
I'd been given to go by. The concept of
marriage as shelter, remained with me,
even if it were only to be sheltered
from parents and their ways.
There,
whatever the walls were made of, I
should live a woman's life which was?— a
life among women like my mother,
attached to a man like my father.
But
the trouble is that there are not more
men like my father— in the sense that
the sort of man my father is doesn't
represent to me, in my world, what it
did to my mother in her's.
I was
brought up to live among women, as
middle-class women with their shopping
and social and household concerns do,
but I have to live among men. Most of
what there was for me to learn from my
family and background has turned_out to
be hopelessly obsolete for me.
Yet now, at the age of thirty, Elizabeth admits that she has
not escaped from her bourgeois beginning, for she sadly
acknowledges that even with all she has done (working for a
radical white organization, the COD, which worked directly
with African political movements), "you would not know me
from the others...we bathed and perfumed and depilated white
ladies, in whose wombs the sanctity of the white race is
entombed.*'

8
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The white community, of which Elizabeth has become an
integral part, is so sheltered from black society and
oblivious to the injustice which hallmarks its existence it
is as if the earlier riots and turbulence of the 50's and
6 0 's never occurred.

Home-made bombs have not shaken the
ground under their feet, nor have the
riots, the marches, the shootings of a
few years back, though like all decent
people, they deplore the inhumanity of
violence, and, reserving the right of
constitutional action to themselves
alone, commend it to others as the only
decent way to change— should one want
such a thing.
Gordimer gives us various incidents which exemplify the
insularity and selfishness of white society's way of life.
While critical of their values, Elizabeth is blind to the
fact that her present lifestyle is riddled with
discrepancies between her beliefs and actions.

She attempts

to brush aside these inconsistencies by explaining that
neither she nor Graham "makes money out of cheap labour or
performs a service confined to people of a particular
colour."

10 Nevertheless, it goes unremarked that her

apartment building is swept out by "Samson, the cleaner,"
while her mother-in-law's Xhosa menservants are an
embarrasssment.

11 Elizabeth, on various occasions,

takes expensive vacations with Graham, and her son, Bobo,
attends an exclusive boarding school.

Thus, in spite of her

past history of working for African liberation movements,
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her lifestyle is similiar to other affluent white South
Africans.
Central to the novel is a preoccupation with time
which, in itself, indicates the extent to which the people
12
have given themselves over to an illusory existence.
The story, though encapsulated in a single day of
Elizabeth's life, is chronologically broken up from the
present to flashbacks of her former days.

Every activity is

mapped out by reference to the clocktime.

This obssession

with time further points the extent to which individual
lives are manipulated and tyrannized by the ticking of the
clock.

Elizabeth is acutely aware of the time every second

of her day;

her unreal existence is further aggravated by

the fact that, in a cosmic sense, her past and present are
indistinguishable:

time has marched on leaving Elizabeth in

suspended animation.

This feeling of emptiness, of

insignificance, signifies that in the world that is South
Africa reason has died.

Gordimer discloses her premise in

the guise of the "undergraduate chat" that ensued between
Elizabeth and Graham.

In an effort to obtain some

historical perspective or timeframe for the period in which
they are living, Graham has read a book which he comments to
Elizabeth refers to their Age as the Late Bourgeois World.

"How does that appeal to you?"
inquired.

Graham
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I {Elizabeth} said, "Well, I'd find it
difficult to define— I mean how would
you describe— what could one say this is
an age of? Not in terms of
technological achievement, that's too
easy, and it's not enough about
us— about people— is it?"
"Today, for instance." He was serious,
tentative, sympathetic.
Yes this day.
This morning I was
driving through the veld and it was
exactly the veld, the sun, the winter
morning of nine years old?
for Max.
The morning in which our lives were a
distant hum in the future, like the
planes a distant hum in the sky (there
was a big training camp, near my home,
during the w a r ) . Grow big, have a job,
be married, pray to the blond Christ in
the white people's church;- give the
nanny your old clothes.
For Elizabeth both time and reason are dead;
has become meaningless and sterile.

her life

Elizabeth's alienation

cannot be attributed solely to any one cause?

Gordimer

implies that a combination of circumstances are to
blame— white, middle-class expectations?
womanhood?

the ironies of

the hypocrisy of the South African social and

political system?

or the death of idealistic dreams which

cannot flourish in her world.

The actual death of Max, her

living death, and the potential death of white civilization
by black revolution signify that in Elizabeth's world love
and friendship cannot console her or alleviate her
suffering:

only death can.

For Max death is the only way to freedom.

In rejecting

the values of white elite society and embracing the African
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struggle for liberation, Max has chosen a life of
alienation.

He is caught between two worlds— in neither is

there really a place for him.

As Elizabeth reflects:

Some of the white people I know want the
black's innocence;
that innocence, even
in corruption, of the status of victim;
but not Max. And everyone knows those
whites who want to be allowed to 'love'
the blacks out of guilt;
and those who
want to be allowed to 'love' them as an
aberration, a distinction.
Max wasn't
any of these. He wanted to come close;
and in this country the people— with all
the huddled warmth of the phrase— are
black.
Set aside with whites, even his
own chosen kind, he was still left out,
he experienced the isolation of his
childhood become the isolation of his
colour.
Max has a vision of a South Africa where black and white can
live together— he longs for this, and out of desperation— as
he sees his moral vision crumbling— Max turns to violence.
Upon discovering that she is pregnant, Elizabeth
marries Max, and to her chagrin, the entire Van Den Sandt
family as well.

Elizabeth despises Max's parents and

resents that she is economically dependent on them.
and Mrs.

Mr.

Van Den Sandt are aware that their son is a rebel

of sorts— they have seen and heard him in action on several
occasions.

In one incident, Max proposes a wedding toast to

her sister in which he warns her against "moral sclerosis."

What I'm asking you to look out for is
this— moral sclerosis.
Moral sclerosis.
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Hardening of the heart, narrowing of the
mind; while the dividends go up. The
thing that makes them {the older
generation} distribute free blankets in
the location in winter, while refusing
to pay Wages people could live on.
Smugness.
Among us, you can't be too
young to pick it up.
It sets in pretty
quick.
• . .It's a hundred percent
endemic in places like this Donnybrook
Country and Sporting Club, and in all
the suburbs you're likely to choose from
to live in. Just don't be too sure
they're healthy, our nice clean suburbs
for whites only.— and your children.
If
you have babies Queenie and Allan, don't
worry too much about who kisses
them— it's what they'll tell them later,
that infects.
It's what being nicely
brought up will make of them that you've
got to watch out for. Moral
sclerosis— yes, that's all I wanted to
say, just stay alive feeling and
thinking— and that's all I can1say
that'll be of any use.
What Mr.

and Mrs.

Van Den Sandt do not know is that

both Max and Elizabeth are being titillated by the
resistance movement and that Max had left the university,
spending his time with black and Indian activists.

The

crisis mounts as Max joins a Communist cell, takes place in
a Defiance Campaign march, and is arrested.

He is later

released— no doubt with the help of his father's political
connections— only to be re-arrested, this time for
possession of a bomb.

The damage has been done, for

according to Elizabeth, in the eyes of the Van Den Sandts'
their son was dead from that moment on.

With contempt

Elizabeth relates to us her unfortunate encounter with her
mother-in-law at Max's trial.
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At the recess as we all clattered into
the echoing corriders of the courts I
smelt her perfume.
People talking as
they went, forming groups that
obstructed each other, had squeezed us
together.
The jar of coming face to
face opened her mouth after years of
silence.
She spoke.
"What have we done to
deserve this!"
Under each eye and from lips to chin
were deep scores, the lashes of a
beauty*s battle with age.
I came back
at her— I don't know where it came
from—
"You remember when he burned his
father's clothes?”
Footsteps rang all about us, we were
being jostled.
"What? All children get up to things.
That was nothing."
"He did it because he was in trouble at
school, and he'd tried to talk about it
to his father for days, but his father
was too busy.
Everytime he tried to
lead round to what he wanted to say he
was told, run away now, your father's
b u s y ."
Her painted mouth shaped an incredulous
laugh.
"What are you talking about?"
"Yes you don't remember.
But you'll
remember it was the time when your
husband was angling to get into the
Cabinet.
The time when he was Chief
Whip and so busy."
I was excited with
hatred of her self-pity, the.yery smell
of her stank in my nostrils.
It can be argued that Elizabeth's judgment of the Van
Den Sandts is exceedingly harsh for if, indeed, Max was dead
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to them at that time, why did his father provide money for
his son's defense and why would his mother "humiliate"
herself so by attending the trial?

As Gordimer implies,

they too are the victims of bourgeois expectations.
It becomes apparent to the reader that Elizabeth is a
very bitter woman.

According to one critic, Robert Haugh,

Elizabeth comes through as a "particularly disagreeable
17
sexual and political adolescent."
It is true that
Elizabeth is "disagreeable" in many aspects;

yet I

attribute her lethargy and hostility to the culmination of
failed expectations rather than to some deviation of
character.

While it may be difficult to believe that she

could remain so unscathed and distant about everything when
one considers her active political past, one could argue
that Elizabeth's "hardness" is due largely to her political
offiliations and experiences.

Her past association with

multi-racial political groups has forced Elizabeth to admit
to herself that the notion of building bridges between the
races, of the "European liberal humanist code of cricket
18
across the colour bar, is a chimera."
For both
Elizabeth and Miss Gordimer this realization proves a bitter
pill to swallow.
There is much to be desired in Elizabeth's portrayal of
Max.

Because we are forced to rely on her as narrator, we

receive a totally dissatisfying and disjointed portrait of
Max.

"The story of Max, the very model of the true
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political activist, is the South African
version— well-educated, from middle, or upper-middle class,
devoted— of the same mold that produced John Heed, young
John Dos Passos, Friederick Engels, and many another."
19
It is a story that needs telling, instead we only
receive a piecemeal acccount of his life while we are
subjected to the tale of his wife and her dry and empty
life.

Max's demise is tragic.

After the trial he is sent

to prison and some fifteen months later he turns state's
evidence and is released.
has no one;

no parents;

His alienation is complete.
no activist friends;

He

and no wife.

Unfortunately, we are left filling in the gaps— we are not
told the cause of Max's sudden change of heart.

Is he a

coward, a traitor, or a victim of his society?

Elizabeth

perceives him as hypocritically working for the cause to
become someone and not solely to help blacks.

Quite a

change from her earlier words regarding Max's intentions.
It is unclear if her suspicions have any basis in fact;

all

we know is that eventually Max becomes so despondent that he
drives his car into the Table Bay harbor and drowns.
The final event in Elizabeth's day is a dinner-date
with the black activist, Luke Fokase.

She casually mentions

Max's death and the fact that she will not be attending the
funeral.

Almost too flippantly she remarks, "If he'd been

one of your chaps he wouldn't have needed to do it himself,
ay?— someone else would have stuck a knife in him and thrown
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20

him in the harbour.”

Luke has come to Elizabeth with

a definite purpose in mind.

As a member of PAC, Luke is

involved with smuggling men across the border for military
training.

As of that week twenty-one members of the

movement stand accused of sabotage— money is needed for
their defense.

Elizabeth is in a position to help;

she has

power of attorney over her grandmother's bank account giving
her sole authority over expenditure of funds.

She tells

Luke that she will have to think about it and promises to
get back with him in a couple of days.

Elizabeth knows

that, in actuality, Luke just wants to use her:

Luke knows what he wants, and he knows
who it is he must get it from.
Of
course he's right.
A sympathetic white
woman hasn't got anything to offer
him— except the footing she keeps in the
good old white Reserve of banks and
privileges. And in return he comes with
the smell of the smoke of braziers in
his clothes.
Oh yes, and it's quite
possible he'll make love to me, next
time or gome time.
That's part of the
bargain.
Luke is representative of the new politics— to be seen
in greater detail in the novels of Sepamla and Serote.

For

Max, as with other white liberals, the future of South
Africa is to be a mixture of black-and-white;

whereas, in

Luke's eyes, the future of South Africa is black.

He

rejects white involvement— except for whatever use he can
make of them.

He is a man of action, mirroring the

sentiments of those blacks who left the ANC to organize a
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purely African movement, PAC.

The attempts for change by

white liberals have been anemic at best;

thus, for many

such as Luke, action replaces ideology.
The book closes with Elizabeth lying in bed
contemplating the d a y ’s events.

She thinks about Max in his

watery death, her convenient relationship with Graham, and
the inevitability of Luke’s return.
As described by Gordimer, Elizabeth's life symbolizes
the bourgeois sickness so pervasive in South Africa.

The

ethos of selfishness can be seen in many of the story's
incidents:
Sandts;

the righteousness of such people as the Van Den

Elizabeth's attitude toward Graham?

motives for visiting Elizabeth.

and Luke's

The rigidity of white

society, insulated from the black reality, further imprisons
individuals.

The bourgeois consciousness is so dominant

that few ever break with it.

Those who do end up like Max,

alienated from both black and white society.

Gordimer

points out that even among many white liberals their status
by virtue of being white limits their vision.

Although

caustic in her criticism of others, Elizabeth is blind to
the luxury she enjoys?

the luxury associated with her class

and skin.
The liberal attempt to embrace all races in common
brotherhood falls victim to its own bourgoise epectations.
Thus the political reality in which white South Africans
find themselves is such that leads them to spiritual and
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moral degeneration.

The futile gestures on the part of

white liberals have, in turn, caused many blacks to reject
them and their methods.

For many blacks, the future of

South Africa is black and the road to this vision is
inextricably tied to militant action.
Gordimer's attack on white liberalism is much more
vehement in July's People.

The book is a grim and

devastating futuristic vision of South Africa.

The novella

takes place in the 1980's in a South Africa where the unrest
of the black population has led to a full-fledged
revolution.

Bam and Maureen Smales along with their three

children flee war-torn Johannesburg for the African bush
with the aid of their long time house-servant July.

The

book, besides scrutinizing and exposing the intricacies and
aberrations of interpersonal relationships, is a sizzling
indictment of South African society— both black and
white— and the problems which plague both races.
On July's suggestion, the Smales travel to July's
tribal village to hide out in a "barred thatched hut,"
displacing his ill-humored mother-in-law.

It is also July

who helps guide their vehicle, a yellow bakkie, off the main
roads— following the route he has walked over the past
fifteen years from his village to his work place at the
Smales*— so as to avoid both patrols and roving bands.
Furthermore, July is able to convince his reluctant people
to take the family in.

As Maureen reflects, "he turned out
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to be the chosen one in whose hands their lives were to be
22
held?
frog prince, saviour, July."
By the standards of their white bourgeois world, the
Smales are good people for they have treated July as well as
their society will allow them.

Indeed, he was:

decently paid and contented...living in
their yard since they had married,
clothed by them in two sets of uniforms,
khaki pants for rough housework, white
drill for waiting at table, given
Wednesdays and alternate Sundays free,
allowed to have his friends visit him
and his-town woman sleep with him in his
room.
Likewise, July is also a good person, extremely devoted
and dedicated to their survival.

For a short time after

their arrival, he continues to serve them, making sure the
children have clean bath water and even providing them with
a pawpaw in observance of the family's ritualistic custom of
finishing a meal with fruit.

As long as July remains

attentive and polite, Bam and Maureen are able to convince
themselves that this frightening situation is temporary;
soon all will be restored to normal and they can resume
their comfortable lives.
Once installed in their makeshift quarters, the Smales
maintain contact with the outside world by way of their
radio.

They learn that banks are closed, harbors are

sealed,and Johannesburg is occuppied by black and white
mercenaries trained in the neighboring African states.
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Planes carrying fleeing whites out of Jan Smuts airport have
been shot down by "heat guided" missiles.
has been barely affected;

Yet, the village

life seemingly continues as if

the chaos of the outside world is non-existent.

The daily

struggle for survival is enough for the villagers to contend
with.
Gradually as the heat and dirt take their toll on
Maureen and Bam the superficiality of their
relationship— even their existence— as well as their
vulnerability blatently reveal themselves.

"There is no
24
hiding from themselves in their one-room hut."
For
stranded in the bush among the villagers, Bam and Maureen
are stripped of many of their illusions— about their
marriage, their values, their responsibilities toward each
25
other, and even their children.
They soon cease to
recognize each other, in fact, the relationship which had
seemed snug and secure in their comfortable suburban
environment is now as useless and shallow as the temporal
symbols of their civilization they had brought with them to
the bush— toilet paper, tins of food, the gun and radio, and
their truck.

Maureen and Bam see themselves in their

vulnerability as reduced to strangers, isolated within
themselves and no longer responsible to and for each other.
To Bam, Maureen has become "Her.

Not Maureen.

wife.' The woman to whom he was "my husband"."
turn, Maureen sees his weakness;

Not 'his
26

In

Bam can no longer protect
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her— the male chivalry of the suburbs is dead— "He" is
reduced to a clumsy, blond, and bald caricature of himself.
They learn the cruel lesson of the bush, for here it is
"every man for himself," each must scratch for his own
existence— the individual can depend on no one but himself
for survival.

They have been placed in a facimile of

Hobbes's dreaded "state of nature."
Their children appear to have adapted quickly to their
new surroundings.

They learn to wipe their behinds with a

stone and to blow their noses with their fingers.

The

children have grown accustomed to village life, they are at
home among the chickens, hearth ashes, and communal
mealie-meal pots.

The dinner scene epitomizes the extent to

which the children, particularly Gina, have been
transformed, almost unrecognizable to their parents.

They were hungry.
She {Maureen) went up
to Bam and fished, without a word, for
the knife with tin-opener attachment he
kept in his pocket.
He noticed she gave
them the last of the pork sausages,
coming from the tin like plugs of wet
pink cork.
They snatched and quarrelled
over the sharing-out.
Gina was called
but paid no attention;
finally she
walked in with the old woman's sciatic
gait of black children who carry
brothers and sisters almost as big as
they are.
She had a baby on her small
back and wore an expression of
importance.
She sat down with her legs
folded sideways under her and hitched at
the dirty towel that tied the baby to
her knotted over her breastless
rib-cage.
She was offered a sausage;
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shook her head, dumb with dreamy
responsibility or make-believe.
No
doubt his daughter was full of pap
anyway.
He and Maureen were both
fascinated by her. Her eyes crudely
blue in the mask of a dirty face. Red
earth engraved the joints and
knuckle-lines of her little claws and
toes and ash furred the invisible white
fluff on her blond legs.
Dirt d i d n ft
g^ow nearly so badly on black children.
Gordimer is vehement in her attack on white liberalism,
personified by Bam and Maureen, exposing it for what it is:
a deceptive, comforting mask which conceals their hypocrisy.
Gordimer strips them of their masks, making us acutely aware
of our own personal drapes of self-deceit and delusion.

The

truth is painful for the Smales as it can be for most of us.

First the Smales had given the time left
as ten years, then another five years,
then as perhaps projected, shifted away
into their children*s time.
They
yearned for there to be no time left at
all, while there still was.
They
sickened at the appalling thought that
they might find they had lived out their
whole lives as they were, born white
pariah dogs in a black continent.
They
joined political parties and 'contact*
groups in willingness to slough
priviledge it was supposed to be their
white dog nature to guard with mirages
and tanks;
they were not believed.
They had thought of leaving then, while
they were young enough to cast off the
blacks rejection as well as white
priviledge, to make a life in another
country.
They had stayed;
and told
each other and everyone else that this
and nowhere else was home, while
knowing, as the time left went by, the
reason had become they couldn't get
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their money out— Barn's growing savings
and investments, Maureen's little legacy
of De Beers shares her maternal
grandmother had left her, the house
there was less and less opportunity of
selling.,as city riots became a part of
life.
25
Their liberalism, their noble ideas have always been a
kind of reassuring smokescreen.

By joining the so-called

'contact1 groups they attempt to appease their own guilt as
if by joining such a group they cannot be accountable for
apartheid.

How to reconcile their "liberal" beliefs with

the fact that they have been catered to by their black
servant, July, for the past fifteen years— no matter how
well, in their terms, they have treated him— has never been
a point of contention for either Bam or Maureen.

As

Gordimer charges, by accepting privileges under apartheid,
whites tacitly support the status quo.

The guise of white

South African liberalism cannot cloak the tacit consent and
approval of national policies.

As mentioned earlier, the

passivity of white liberals comes increasingly under attack
by blacks who withdraw from the "white" groups marking the
proliferation of the pan-African movements and, to some
extent, the black consciousness movement.
tragic reality of South African society:

Thus, we see a
one cannot escape

the colour of one's skin— be it black or white.
The smokescreen which Maureen and Bam hide behind is
indicative of the class privileges they enjoy and do not
wish to lose.

Their guilt is shared by the majority of
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white liberals who are uncomfortable with the social
inequity inherent in South Africa;

nevertheless, as

Thompson and Prior point out, the prospect of dismantling
all the legal barriers between the races— in education,
property ownership, employment, and the other forms of
discrimination— "does not correspond with the perceived
29
interest of any class in white South Africa."
There
are many enlightened whites who are concerned about social
conditions;

yet, their capacity for radical action— as

called for by organizations such as PAC— is impeded by their
socialization and participation in the existing system.
This is pointed out to us time and time again by Gordimer in
her examination of her characters* lives.
The problems endemic in white liberalism as
characterized in South Africa is that while white liberals
are committed to change by peaceful and gradual methods
they, nevertheless, "expend a great deal of intellectual
energy in searching for constitutional devices that might
provide permanent safeguards for the whites as a collective
30
group within an otherwise democratic system."
The
sad truth of the matter is that ruling classes do not
voluntarily surrender their power.

How the state maintains

its power and legitimacy is a subject of great concern for
our next author, J.M.

Coetzee.

Those whites who reject the reformist route, tend to be
rejected by both poles of South African soceity.

They are
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treated— as Max was— as traitors by fellow whites and
shunned by radicalized blacks.

Thus, the liberal dilemma in

South Africa is a grave one.

In short, white critics of the caste
system have made an impressive diagnosis
of the malady affecting South Africa,
but they cannot agree among themselves
which remedy to prescribe and they lack
£ljie means to apply any remedy at all.
Meanwhile, before their distrusting eyes, the Smales
watch as July attempts to assert his new-found freedom.

The

tables are turned here in the bush for now they depend on
him for their livelihood just as once he had depended on
them for his subsistence.

July is no longer the

good-natured, serene black man— or so it seems to them.
Here "Gordimer watches the revolution play itself out in the
most intimate of settings, reflected in the new, defiant way
a servant holds his head and in the unfamiliar edge in his
voice when he talks to his mistress.”

32

Seeing July

through the Smales1 eyes we come to distrust him?

when he

takes off in the van without their permisssion we are as
suspicious of July as they are.

They are very uneasy at

being solely in his control, and even we, as readers, are
apprehensive— for fear that somehow he might betray them.
Understandably July becomes more arrogant to the Smales,
scoffing at Maureen's suggestion that they become friends
reminding her, "I'm the boy for your house."

July does not
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know what to do with his freedom, like the Smales, he is
unable to break away from his past.
book itself as finished.

Rid of it, he drove the yellow

bakkie with nothing in his pockets.
destroyed it.
tell him:

"He thought of the pass

But he had actually not

He needed someone— he didn't yet know who— to

burn it;

let it swell in the river, their
33
signatures washing away."
As is the case for most

revolutions, the revolution does little else than bring an
end to old habits.
The hostility toward the Smales emulated by July is
intensified in the attitudes of the villagers.

The village

women are suspicious and unfriendly towards Maureen.

Out in

the fields, in search of certain roots and greens, Maureen
catches July's wife laughing at her, looking straight at her
bruised white legs.

Maureen reciprocates, thinking,

"Why

should the white woman be ashamed to be seen in her
^

j

weakness, blemishes, as she saw the other woman's?"
One can hardly blame the women for their cool reception— the
Smales represent the "system";

that system which took their

men away from them and reduced family life to bi-annual
visits.

The prejudices run rampant on both sides of the

"colour bar."

In no way does Gordimer suggest that black

and white cannot be friends;

rather, she alludes to the

fact that only a fool would be naive enough to think the
natural sympathy between them is stronger than what she once
35
called "the impulses of Cain."
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In this novel we come in contact with tribal life and
society.

Black Africans are not a solitary, united group:

a basic schism, for example, exists between the urban and
rural black African.

The designated "homelands" leaders, in

many instances, are nothing more than the white government's
lackies.

In giving them designated authority— however

limited it may be— the Afrikaner government insures their
loyalty with political and economic enticements.

For many,

these leaders are mere puppets who maintain the squalid
level of their people.

We see that July is not in clear

control, as the Smales anticipate;

he is caught in the

political struggle between the "young enthusiast sniffing
out revolution" and the old tribal chief.

The old chief

does not see the leaders of the black uprising as his
comrades or as asserting any type of black pride with which
he can identify;

instead, he sees them all as his tribal

enemies— challengers to his appointed authority.

When the

Smales see the village chief, he asks them to explain what
is going on.

He listens to their incredulous story, asking

with disbelief if this will mark the arrival of the Cubans.
July tells Maureen and Bam that the government had told the
chief long ago the Russians and Cubans would eventually try
to take their land away.
What they said.

Bam replies, "Oh, the government.

The sort of thing they told the homeland

leaders, the chiefs.

But now it's black people who are

making this war to get everybody's land back from the whites
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who took it.”

36

The chief's reply comes as a great

shock to Maureen:

Those people from Soweto.
They come
here with Russians, those other ones
from Mozambique, they all want to take
this country of my nation.
Eh? They
not our nation.
AmaZulu, amaXhosa,
baSotho.
. .1 don't know.
They were
already there by the mine, coming near
here.
If they coming, the government
it's going to give me guns.
Yes!
They
give us guns, we going kill those people
^ e n they come with their guns.
We are presented with the naked fact of power:

the

acquisition of it and its maintenance manifests itself
through politics and violence in all societies be they vast,
technological ones or small, "primitive'* ones.

For

Gordimer, life is reduced to a struggle— for survival and
for power.

It is a harsh and dismal judgment— almost as

cruel and harsh as South African poltical history itself.
In both stories examined in this chapter, Gordimer
presents us with a brutal realism that strips us of any
romantic notions or images regarding both black and white
society.

As demonstrated in the preceding pages, Gordimer

reveals how the class system aids in the maintenance of
apartheid.

In stripping her characters to their barest

emotional level, the author highlights the flaws which on an
individual level entrench the injustices in society at
large.

Gordimer suggests that a larger vision— one which

transcends racial and class barriers— is needed to
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adequately address and deal with South Africa's problems.
Yet, the substance of that vision remains unclear.

It is

apparent the white populace cannot break away from or deny
its collaboration with the established system;

in fact, we

see that, perhaps deep down they do not want to.
The blurred vision and lack of any clear-cut solutions
is indicative of the gravity of the political turmoil in
South Africa.

We see the development of political

consciousness— the thwarted liberal attempts toward
transition which germinates the seed for revolution among
many blacks— yet, what this all signifies in terms of
solutions is impossible to discern.

Gordimer forces us to

contend with the fact that in South Africa it all boils down
to power— blacks struggle to acquire it;
maintain it.

whites fight to
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CHAPTER III. J.M. COETZEE

J.

M.

Coetzee's Waiting For the Barbarians

differs from all the novels dealt with in this study due to
the fact that the setting for the tale is not South Africa
per se;

rather it is an isolated town on the frontier

between a nameless empire and the wild desolate lands of the
barbarians.

Nonetheless, Coetzee cannot be charged with

avoiding or dismissing the political and moral ills which
afflict his native South Africa;

instead he has chosen to

handle such themes on a symbolic, even allegorical
level— discarding the realistic methods the older generation
of South African writers, such as Alan Paton, have preferred
to employ.

1 Coetzee attempts to unmask the

psychological factors underlying the sociological and
political realities which, in turn, help explain the
nightmare that is South Africa.

The author painstakenly

examines the concept of power— its maintenance, its uses,
and abuses.

Waiting For the Barbarians is a chilling

scrutiny of the methods employed by the modern totalitarian
state.

The state's need for victims and its need to justify

its existence through the implementation of ruthless terror
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are epitomized in the struggle between the magistrate and
Colonel Joll.

Coetzee's investigation reveals the psychoses

of a paranoid society which in and of themselves contribute
to its self-destruction.
The time frame for the story, like its location,
is impossible to pinpoint.

The Empire's soldiers ride on

horseback and wear breastplates.

They rely on the

magistrate's poorly conceived maps which he has patched
together from travellers accounts over the past twenty
years.

The methods of torture are primitive, bearing no

resemblance to sophisticated modern techniques.

Yet, "the

Third Bureau and its chief representative, Colonel Joll,
belong to twentieth-century totalitarianism, being imaginary
equivalents of the Gestapo, the KGB, and numerous other
organizations dedicated to ensuring the health of the
state."

2
Ironically, although the name of the place

and most of the characters including the magistrate are not
given, those characters representing the state's
authority— in particular, Colonel Joll— are immediately
distinguished and indentified.

Clearly, those executing the

state's power stand outside, above the rest.
The magistrate— who is the narrator of the
story— is a liberal, sane human being who is suddenly
confronted with the irrationality of the State actualized by
the arrival of Colonel Joll.

His clash with the State is

such that it challenges his beliefs, his courage, even his
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sanity.

The magistrate relates to us the effect that the

Colonel's visit has on the town over which he has presided
benevolently and peaceably for many years.

His quiet life

is disrupted by the Colonel who has descended on the town in
search of the barbarians who are rumored to be preparing an
attack against the empire.

The hysteria has mounted;

the supposed unrest the magistrate has seen nothing.

of
He

attributes the fear to a recurring dread on the Empire's
part of its impending demise.

In private I observed that once in every
generation, without fail, there is an
episode of hysteria about the
barbarians.
There is no woman living
along the frontier who has not dreamed
of a dark barbarian hand coming from
under the bed to grip her ankle, no man
who has not frightened himself with
visions of the barbarians carousing in
his home, breaking the plates, setting
fire to the curtains, raping his
daughters.
These dreams are the
consequence of too much ease.
Show me a
barbarian army and I will
believe.
The magistrate dutifully carries out his tasks
which involve collecting local taxes, administering the
communal lands, supervising the junior officers, and
presiding over the law-court twice a week.

He is a simple,

content man who hopes to retire soon as well as to "merit
the lines of small print in the Imperial gazette.

I have

not asked for more than a quiet life in quiet times."
4 Along with various intellectual activities, the
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magistrate enjoys digging among the archaeological ruins
outside the town.
ruins belong.

He is not sure to which civilization the

They could be the remains of a barbarian city

which indicate a time when they possessed a mighty
civilization complete with its own vast empire, soldiers,
and torturers, or perhaps they are records of a former
garrison of the present empire, or a representation of a
lost pantheon.

The little slips of wood he has collected at

the site show strange markings and symbols.

The magistrate

studies them every night as if "those characters made up the
5
secret text that would release him.”
With the arrival of Joll, "one of the new men of
the Empire.

...who believes in fresh starts, new chapters,

clean pages,"6 all this changes.

The magistrate

recognizes the anti-barbaian fervor, which helps to
legitimize Joll's atrocities, as an extension of the
Empire's anxiety and fear rather than as a response to a
*7

real threat.

The Empire needs the barbarians?

the

barbarians justify its existence and allow its aims and
goals to be further actualized.

The magistrate's easy and

compassionate manner is no match for Joll's contemptuous
vigor?

therefore, he initially does not challenge Joll or

his methods of terror.

The magistrate is deaf to "the

screaming which people afterwards claim to have heard from
the granery"

o

and gives complacent approval to the

Colonel's interrogation reports.

As the situation is
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intensified the magistrate comes to realize how compromised
he is.

He interprets the difference between himself and

Joll as representing the opposite sides of the imperial
coin, "I was the lie that Empire tells itself when times are
easy, he is the truth that Empire tells when harsh winds
blow."

9
With the help of the magistrate’s maps, Joll heads

an expedition into the bleak, austere countryside to arrest
barbarians in order to interrogate them regarding their
supposed attack plans.

He captures a group of fishing folk

and sends them, under the supervision of one of his men,
back to town with orders that the magistrate is to hold the
prisoners "incommunicado" for him until his return.

The

fishing folk are a half-savage, half-domesticated people who
bear no link to the barbarians.

They possess an innocence

which neither the barbarians nor the Empire have;

in their

state of nature they are unspoiled by civilization and are
ignorant of the tensions between the Empire and the
barbarians.

Once captured and placed in the barracks

courtyard, they lose their innocence and become intoxicated
with the pleasures of civilization.

For a short time they

are a pleasant diversion for the soldiers and the
magistrate.

They watch in fascination as the people "move

about the barracks yard from one patch of shade to another,
doze and wake, grow excited as mealtimes approach.1,10
By the time the Colonel returns with more captives, sympathy
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for the fishing folk has diminished?
looked down on in disgust.

in fact, they are soon

Corrupted and seduced by free

food and security, the fishing folk are viewed with contempt
by their seducers.

Rejected by the townspeople as well as

lured out of their state of nature the fishing folk are
truely "homeless."

They can never regain their innocence

and return to their state of nature and neither can they
become an accepted part of civilized society.
With Joll's return the endless routine of
interrogation begins.

The magistrate is unable to fathom

the extent and need for Joll's methods.

He listens to

Joll's methods for obtaining the truth:

"First I get lies

you see— this is what happens— first lies, then pressures,
then more lies, then more pressure, then the break, then
more pressure, then the truth."
that "Pain is truth;

The magistrate concludes

all else is subject to doubt."

11 It is only through his intimate relationship with a
barbarian girl who has been partly blinded and her feet
broken by Joll's interrogators that the magistrate gains
insight into the relationship between torturer and tortured.
He sees his master-servant relationship with her as well as
his desire to possess her totally as analogous to the
torturer's desire to penetrate and possess his victim in
order to obtain the "truth."

He is fascinated by her body

and his urgent need to understand her through it is not
unlike the torturer's need to obtain the truth by breaking
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and penetrating his victim*s defenses.

It has been growing more and more clear
to me that until the marks on this
girl *s body are deciphered and
understood I cannot let go of her.
.With this woman it is as if there is no
interior, only a surface across which I
hunt back and forth seeking entry.
Is
this how her torturers felt hunting
their secret, whatever they thought it
was?
Recoiling from the recognition of his similarity
to Joll, the magistrate sets out on a mission to return the
girl to the barbarians.

He succeeds in this, but on his

return finds that he is now considered an enemy of the
Empire.

He is arrested and subjected to the Colonel’s

dedicated quest for the "truth.”

Now the magistrate

publicly protests the cruel treatment of the barbarians;
yet his cries meet deaf ears.

Hung from a tree by his

wrists, he is subjected to the townspeople's wrath.

Someone gives me a push and I begin to
float back and forth in an arc a foot
above the ground like a great old moth
with its wings pinched together, roaring
shouting.
"He is calling his barbarian
friends," someone observes.
"That is
the barbarian language you hear." There
is laughter.
Eventually he is released and allowed to roam the town?

he

is no longer a threat to the Empire.
Soon after, Joll and his men leave the town in
pursuit of the barbarians who, in turn, reduce his forces to
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a fleeing rabble.

Once again the magistrate is left in

charge of the town and its remaining inhabitants.

The

atmosphere is one of collapse and disintegration, the town
is left to await the arrival of the barbarians.

The

magistrate is left to bide his time which he fills by
leaving for posterity some remnants of his existence.

He

does not proceed to record the annals of an imperial outpost
or a history of the final years in which people awaited
their demise.

Instead he writes:

No one who paid a visit to this
oasis... failed to be struck by the charm
of life here.
We lived in the time of
the seasons of the harvest, of the
migrations of the waterbirds.
We lived
with nothing between us and the stars.
We would have made any concession, had
we only known what, to go on living
here.
This was paradise on earth.
It would be disappointing to know that
the poplar slips I have spent so much
time on contain a message as devious, as
jguivocal, as reprehensible as this.
The truth which has
has been
see it."

something staring me

escaped him is there, "There
in the face and still I do not

His dream has become his reality.

swallowed up by history.

The

He has been

civilization of which he is a

part is about to vanish— barely leaving a trace or mark of
its existence.
The Life and Times of Michael K— as its
predecessor, Waiting For the Barbarians— offers us another
challenging allegory:

on one level it is an impassioned
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criticism of apartheid and its effects;

on another, it is a

moving tale of one m a n ’s struggle for survival.

In this

superb novel, Coetzee's lament is for the sadness of a South
Africa which has made prisoners, parasites, and dependents
out of her own children.

Unlike many South African novels,

this one is not preoccuppied with social struggle.

The

author's concern is not with the inevitability of revolution
in a society as unjust and ruthless as South Africa;
rather, he contemplates the formidable power of inanity
which is the product of such a diseased society.

In

Michael's valiant efforts to survive and remain
unscathed— for Michael has passed through the guts of the
state without being digested— we see a man on whom neither
kindness nor cruelty has left its impression.
the innocent victim.

He is indeed

Michael is an innocent who has

suffered the callousness of both sides— rulers and rebels
alike.

The freedom Michael finds comes from the earth;

through tilling the soil and being one with the earth,
Michael maintains his purity and innocence— a purity which
neither the rebels nor the oppressors possess.
The hero of this novel is unique in comparison
with most literary heroic figures.

Whereas the magistrate

was an articulate, empathetic member of the ruling class,
Michael is slow-witted, almost without speech;
does not do but rather is done to.

a man who

He is not Everyman;

in

fact, he is marked out at birth by a harelip which Coetzee
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notes, "curled like a snail's foot."

Although he has not

committed a crime, every moment of his life is judged as if
he had:

his crime is his birth.

Because of his

disfigurement and because he is not quick, Michael is taken
out of school at an early age and is committed to the
"protection" of a state run orphanage where he spends the
rest of his childhood:

in the company of other variously
afflicted and unfortunate children
learning the elements of reading,
writing, counting, sweeping, scrubbing,
bedmaking, dishwashing,..basketweaving,
woodwork and digging.
All his life he is consistently protected— subject to
curfews, permits, convoys, sentries, a work camp with wire
fences, a semi-benevolent prison hospital:
his school, at the expense of the state."

"tyranny, like
16

Although he is tossed into the garbage heap of
society, Michael is by no means a vagrant or derelict.

At

the age of fifteen, he is employed as a gardener in a Cape
Town public park.

A civil war has been raging for some time

confined to certain areas and sections of the country.
Coetzee does not elaborate on the cause or nature of the
disturbance.

Michael is unaware of this war;

he lives a

relatively peaceful, uneventful life, working six days a
week and visiting his mother on Sundays.

His mother, an

overworked and wornout woman, also lives honorably;

she is

a domestic servant to an elderly couple who reside in an
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affluent apartment complex overlooking the sea.

She falls

ill and is taken to an overcrowded hospital where she dreams
of being taken "home" to the farm where she spent her
childhood.

Michael promises to take her back and several

days later she is released from the hospital.

On returning

to the apartment they discover that the building has been
attacked and the residents have fled.

After failing to

obtain the necessary permits, the two set out for the great
Karoo— the area where the farm is situated— via the back
roads.

The journey is a long, harsh one?

Michael

transports his mother and her life savings in a wheel
barrow.

They are turned back once by the patrols only to

set out once more several weeks later.

They do not get very

far before his ailing mother requires immediate medical
attention.

She dies quietly in the hospital, and in the

several days following her death, the hospital staff
provides Michael with food and shelter.
Alone in the world and with no place to go,
Michael decides to take his mother’s ashes, presented to him
in a brown paper parcel, to the farm where he can bury them.
He makes his way to the farm and finds that it has been
abandoned by its Afrikaner owners.

He remains there, living

in the veld, sowing and nuturing a handful of pumkin seeds.
For the first time in his life, Michael is free;
by the rising and setting of the sun.

he lives

In a pocket outside

of time, the war and his Cape Town life rapidly fade from
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his memory.

He is one with his true mother— the earth.

Lovingly, he watches the fruits of his labor flourish and
grow.

Among the seeds he had sown had been a
melon seed. Now two pale green melons
were growing on the far side of the
field.
It seemed to him that he loved
these two, which he thought of as two
sisters, even more than the pumkins,
which he thought of as a band of
brothers.
Under the melons he placed
pads of grass.so that their skins should
not bruise.
For the first time in his life he eats with great relish.
Living out from under the ••protective” shadow of
civilization, Michael is self-fulfilled;

happy.

His solitary bliss is soon interrupted.

The

grandson of boss Visagie (the previous owner of the farm)
returns to the land declaring himself in need of a servant.
A band of guerrillas pass through in the night;

their

animals destroy the seedlings Michael has so meticulously
tended.

Confused and frightened Michael runs away and is

soon confined to a work camp.

Because Michael has been

free, he has learned to think and judge for himself.

Parasite was the word the police captain
had used:
the camp at Jakkalsdrif, a
nest of parasites hanging from the neat
sunlit town, eating its substance,
giving no nourishment back.
Yet to K
lying idle in bed, thinking without
passion.
. . it was no longer obvious
which was host and which parasite, camp
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or town.
If the worm devoured the sheep
why did the sheep swallow the worm?
What if there were millions, more
millions than anyone knew, living in
camps, living on alms, living off the
land, living by guile, creeping away in
corners to escape the times, too canny
to put out flags and draw attention to
themselves and be counted? What if the
hosts were far outnumbered by the
parasites, the parasites of idleness and
the other secret parasites in the army
and the police force and the schools and
factories and offices, the parasites of
the heart? Could the parasites then
still be called parasites? Parasites
too had flesh and substance;
parasites
too could be preyed upon.
Perhaps in
truth whether the camp was declared a
parasite on the town or the town a
parasite on the camp depended on no more
than on who made his voice heard
loudest.
Michael now sees the vulnerablity of both
sides— from the runaways who want to be taken care of to the
hard police captain who shares his food with Michael and who
subsequently becomes himself a prisoner.
analogy

The parasite-host

is a powerful one in South Africa’s case. The

whites view the black

Africans nd coloureds as a menace

which requires their constant attention and fuels their
paranoid suspicions.

The white government must provide for

these people and it does so quite meagerly.

On the other

hand, the black Africans and coloureds are needed;
labor is essential to the South African economy.

their
They also

give a reason for the government to exist and pursue its
racist policies.

Indeed, these people are declared

parasitical by white society:

the white voice is the louder
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and commands the power to maintain the status quo.

One may

indeed see the white community as sucking the very life
blood out of the majority population.
Once confined in the camp, Michael cannot exist.
He cannot eat or be nourished;
bread of tyranny.
be recaptured.

Michael cannot swallow the

Michael escapes back to the veld only to

This time he is accused of stockpiling food

and supplies for his rebel "friends."

After being

relentlessly interrogated, the soldiers deposit him in a
rehabilitation camp where, due to his weak condition, he is
hospitalized.
The final quarter of the book deals with Michael
and his ordeal in the hospital.

We are removed temporarily

from the plain seeing of Michael to the diary of a camp
doctor who is deeply perplexed by this new patient.

In this

segment of the book Coetzee, with a redundant thrust, drives
the main points concerning Michael into the ground.

We are

already aware that Michael is "a human soul above and
beneath classification, a soul blessedly untouched by
doctrine, untouched by history.

.

.an origional soul.

.drifting through time, observing the seasons, no more
trying to change the course of history then a grain of sand
19
does."
The sister-melons and the brother-pumkins
have already had their say;

the man who grows strong

"eating the bread of freedom" and thoughtful when he is at
home with his mother— mother earth— has also had his say.
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20

This is perhaps the one flaw of the book— Coetzee

eloquently presents to us the life and thoughts of a unique
human being only to subject it to a last-minute
interpretation by an impassioned observer.

As mentioned in

the introduction, the temptation for the political novelist
to sacrifice art for the message is great;

in Coetzee's

case, he is somewhat unsuccessful in balancing this delicate
tension.
Yet the doctor can and does represent more than a
vehicle through which the author plainly spells out his
message.

The doctor gives us a first-hand view of what it

is like to be a part of a system which he can no longer
identify with.

Michael deeply affects the doctor?

before

the intrusion of this skeleton of a man, the doctor never
really questioned his life, his beliefs, or his duties.
Michael turns the doctor's comfortable world inside-out?
searchingly the doctor inquires, "Why me?.
was well with me before you came along.
."

21

.

.Everything

I was happy.

We see that that the system wears not only on the

victims but on the perpetrators as well.

The doctor's

immediate superior, Noel, confesses that he is resigning:
"You need an iron man to run an iron camp.
I am not that
22
kind of man."
The doctor agrees, noting that his
not being iron is Noel's greatest virtue.
Michael's ordeal and treatment by government
authorities is symbolic of the state's incessant paranoia.
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Why is such a seemingly harmless individual viewed with such
caution and suspicion by the state?

What does the state

have to lose by leaving Michael alone to do the one thing he
loves, farming?

Apparently, too much:

even the meek are a source of danger.
affects the camp doctor.

in a police state
We see how Michael

Once the doctor comes into contact

with Michael, he questions the nature of his work and his
obligation to the state.

Michael is a symbol;

he has

become a source of grace, of liberation, for others.

Thus,

from the regime’s point of view this simple man is
dangerous.

The state must not allow this nurturer of hope

and liberation to flourish;
such as Michael to exist.

in essence, it cannot allow men
Yet such men do and will continue

to exist in repressive societies such as South Africa.

As

we shall see in Serote's novel, the seed of hope flourishes
with each successive generation and is never allowed to die.
The most ironic statement of the book is one
regarding the reason for the war.

Noel says, ”We are

fighting this war so that minorities will have a say in
their destinies.”

This is the language of democratic

idealism, yet when placed in a South African context, the
theme has an Orwellian flavor:

it means the repression of

the black majority by the white minority.

23

Yet

throughout the book Coetzee does not distinguish who is
black or white although by most of the clues given we assume
that Michael is black.

We do not know who is in power and
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who is not.

All these things remain a mystery to us because

we are seeing through Michael's eyes;

eyes which do not

distinguish between black and white or kindness and cruelty.
He only responds to nature;

despite every man-made obstacle

and hardship Michael remains untouched.
mother;

He cares for his

he cares for the earth, and in the end they come to

be one.
Near the end of the novel, Michael escapes from
the hospital and returns to the city.

Once again he wanders

around aimlessly and dreams of returning to the veld.
in the end Michael discovers who he is:

Yet

a simple gardener,

who tills and cares for the earth, and who thus supports
life.

"It excited him, he found to say, recklessly, the

truth, the truth about me.
'I am a gardener,' he said again
24
aloud."
He also realizes:

There is nothing to be ashamed of in
being simple.
They were locking up
simpletons before they locked up anyone
else.
Now they have camps for children
whose parents run away, camps for people
who kick and foam at the mouth, camps
for people with big heads and people
with little heads, camps for people with
no visible means of support, camps for
people chased off the land, camps for
people they find living in storm-water
drains, camps for street girls, camps
for people who can't add two and two,
camps for people who forget their papers
at home, camps for people who live in
the mountains and blow up bridges in the
night.
Perhaps the truth is that it is
enough to be out of the camps, out of
all the camps at the same time.
Perhaps
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that is enough5of an achievement for the
time being.
Michael is free but one wonders:

free for what?

Coetzee likens the nurturing of freedom, of salvation, to
the tilling and caring of the earth.
nothing more.

Hope is merely a seed,

Still, we see that the seed of hope is

planted and flourishes in people such as Michael.
Coetzee leaves several questions unanswered.

Yet,

What is to

become of such people and if the simple do endure, will this
in itself ensure that freedom will eventually come to the
oppressed peoples of South Africa?

Coetzee leads us to

believe that endurance equals liberation;

yet, his solution

avoids rather than addresses the vital questions concerning
South Africa's political future.

For while the meek may

inherit the earth, two questions nevertheless arise:
long must they wait and suffer?

how

And will the earth (or at

least that part of it called South Africa) necessarily be
just even then unless transformed in some fundamental way?
Hope can counter despair, but it can also lead to passivity.
In Coetzee's hands, it does both.
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CHAPTER FOUR: SIPHO SEPAMLA

In the past decade we have witnessed tremendous growth
in the number of black riots and revolts occurring in
various townships outside South Africa’s largest
metropolitan areas.

The most well known of these is the

Soweto riot of 1976 in which twenty thousand Soweto school
children marched in protest against a decree by the South
African government1s Department of Bantu Education that
Afrikaans had to be used as one of the languages of
instruction in secondary schools.1 It was never
clearly established as to what exactly sparked the violence
which occurred during this initially peaceful demonstration
yet, when it was over at least 176 people were dead within
week's time.
The rise in militant action, its aims and effects, is
the subject of both Sipho Sepamla and Mongane Serote.

In

the novels to be examined here, each depicts the violence
plaguing the black townships and records the effect the
turbulence has on the inhabitants.

For both, militant

action has become the order of the day?

the complacent

attitudes of the older generations has been replaced by the
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cries of outrage of the younger generation.
As a poet Sipho Sepamla enjoys critical acclaim
both inside his native South Africa and abroad.

His second

novel, A Ride on the Whirlwind is a powerful one based on
the events following the outbreak of riots in Soweto and
other parts of South Africa in 1976.

In the setting of the

troubled black township of Soweto, Sepamla unfolds his tale
involving a group of young students involved in a black
power organization who come into contact with Mzi, a young
revolutionary with the resistance movement.

In numerous

incidents the brutality and ruthlessness of the police are
portrayed along with the valiant yet desperate attempts of
the students to retaliate.
of police versus rebels;

Yet this is not simply a story
rather, the author probes into

some very real human issues while simultaneously portraying
the tragic predicament with which South Africa is faced;

a

situation of unresolved hostility and mounting tension.
The story opens with Mizi's arrival in
Johannesburg.

Armed with a deadly automatic rifle, an AK47,

Mzi comes back to his homeland with a mission:

the

elimination of the black Warrent Officer Andries Batata of
the Special Branch.

The young revolutionary has been exiled

and in training in neighboring Botswana for the past ten
years.

His contact while in Soweto is Uncle Ribs Mbambo, an

active organizer and participant of the Defiance Campaign of
the 1950's.

For Uncle Ribs Mzi is the epitome of the new
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generation dedicated to militant action.
generation is tired of the repression;
are prepared to fight for it.

The younger
they want change and

With hope, Uncle Ribs

confides in Mzi:

You are the new breed.
You are the new
standard-bearer.
. . .After you will
come hope marching with bitter despair.
You see brother, until the children said
'Enough!' many of us despaired.
We
stood on the sidelines, arms folded.
Sometimes we were swept by the waves of
moments of crisis.
Now the children
cried 'Enough!' So, we have begun to see
alternatives; we've begun to echo the
cries uttered in the middle of the
street, at street corners, in church
buildings, at night-vigils and in the
toilets of school buildings.
Something
definitive, something positive rings in
the shrill voices we raise when we
speak.
Due to the turbulence that accompanies the student
riots, Soweto is turned into an armed camp.

As agents of

the state, the police are given unlimited power which they
liberally utilize.

The atmosphere of the sprawling township

is electrified with fear.

The townspeople go about their

business with great unease rushing at nightfall to the haven
of their run-down shacks.

The policeman is the symbol of

the state's intensified brutality;

"a terror amidst the

innocent presence of the ordinary dweller.
called him the legalised terrorist."

The people

3

Perhaps no policeman epitomizes the concept of a
legalized terrorist so vividly as Warrant Officer Batata;
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even his physical appearance radiates sheer terror.

Andries Batata was himself a very fit
and strong-looking man.
Nothing he put
on seemed to settle well on his body.
Always his shirt or jacket appeared to
be holding back a chest and shoulders
ready to burst out.
His face was
strong; brown eyes, huge nose and bold
lips.
He didn't look an old man but his
hair grew so sparsely he preferred to
clean his head up to a shiny condition
all the time. No wonder he was
nicknamed Cleanhead.
Batata takes great pleasure in flexing his authority among
the townspeople;

full of hate, he finds amusement in

beating and bullying innocent people.

In one incident the

author expertly reveals the demented and sadistic nature of
Batata as he terrorizes a neighborhood bar in search of the
student leader Mandla.

The law rested on his massive shoulders.
He flexed them as he prepared to raid
the place.
He didn't know himself,
didn't feel the nip in the air as he
rushed the door.
His huge frame became
the door;
eyes slits straining out a
fiery hatred, his brow furrowed
intensely by this hate;
his big mouth
hung loosely, his broad nose heaved
fiercely.
The beast came out in him as
he took in all the patrons.
. . .A
deathly silence transformed the gay
spirits of the club.
. . .Cat-like he
strode down one aisle toward the bar
counter.
. . .He was at that time a
petty thug made degenerate by an
authority he felt slipping from his
shoulders.
From the inside of his
pocket of his jacket he pulled out a
baby brown, and with both hands toting
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guns he let loose at Club Siyagiya.
One
shot after another screamed above the
patrons fleeing to the door and was
embedded in the ceiling.
Batata seemed
to enjoy the pandemonium of his
creation; he was waving his hands
wildly, scattering patrons as chaff
before a wind, as he yelled unprintable
insults at them.
The moment belonged to
him but he was not to know that the
people he squeezed out of the tiny door
in the kind of humiliation they know
only from whitey gave birth to a seed
for the germination of a nation's
hate.
The student group responsible for organizing in
Soweto is comprised of a handful of young, vigorous men and
women with various ideals and feelings regarding their
organization.

The base for their operation is the home of

Sister Ida, a sympathetic and sensitive woman.

Their

leader, Mandla, is courageous and morally bound to his
revolutionary ideas.

Although somewhat arrogant, he treats

each member fairly yet firmly.

Living together, all have

come to accept the grim realities of rebel life, for at
first their hiding-out seemed like a game, yet as Sepamla
notes, "None had bargained for it but most came to accept
the realities."6 By day, each sets out for the street
of Soweto making contact with people and gathering
information.

Upon nightfall, they return and share their

findings with one another:

they are a family entrusted with

the salvation of Soweto's people.
The arrival of Mzi soon creates tension within the
group.

Uncle Ribs arranges a meeting between Mzi and Mandla
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and the two conspire to blow up the police station.
Mandla, Mzi is nothing short of a God.

For

Although Mzi admires

Mandla, he nonetheless "reserved for himself a sense of
self-indulgence, a feeling of self-assuredness.

He was

superior on all counts, being a freedom fighter trained
7
abroad."
That evening, Mandla returns to Sister
Ida's to relay to the others his meeting with Mzi.
bajita, I've just met a great guy this evening.
know how to describe him.
small.

"Well,

I don't

but I know in his company I feel

He's a darkie like me but I tell you, bajita, the
Q

guy is special."

However, the group is suspicious

fearing that perhaps Mzi is working for the system.

When

they are shocked to learn that he plans to kill Batata,
Mandla comes swiftly to Mzi's defense.

Let's not make an issue of it, bajita.
We didn't have the means of production.
Petrol bombs scorched the furniture in
his [Batata's] house and burned the
curtains.
Nothing more.
Burn baby
burn!
That was yesterday.
Today the
language is different.
Mzi for me is
the embodiment of the new muntu in our
midst.
I don't know what you people
£hink but I'm all for working with him.
The following evening Mandla, without consulting
the others, accompanies Mzi to the police station hoping to
eliminate Batata.

Their mission fails;

destroy the station Batata escapes death.

although they
Meanwhile the

students are disturbed to hear of the bombing on the radio
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and are uneasy about its consequences.

The group is

offended that they were not consulted:

egoism more than the

rights of participation seem to be involved.

In particular,

Roy challenges the fact that both Mzi and Uncle Ribs have
intervened.

It has been through their hard work that the

revolution has begun and the Bantu Education classes halted
he argues.

Roy is disturbed that these intelopers— Mzi and

Uncle Ribs— have climbed aboard the bandwagon;
bandwagon.

their

Boysi intervenes with words of caution:

not worried by names.

"I am

I am not bothered by personalities.

.Mzi, Uncle Ribs, Mandla, Roy, the whole damn thing
doesn't worry me.

If one or all of these people are up to

hurting the system or any part of it, I ask not questions."
10 Upon Mandla's return to the house, Roy challenges
his actions, demanding the reason the group was not informed
of the plan.

Mandla relays to the group his feelings about

Mzi and the inspiration he received while on his dangerous
mission.
action:

It is as if Mandla has been transformed.

He wants

the action that comes from the determination and

guts possessed by Mzi.
Mandla's decision;

The group reluctantly abides by

yet, the seed of suspicion has been

planted and rapidly flourishes with the turning of events.
Meanwhile Soweto is buzzing with excitement and
fear of police retaliation.

Because no one knows Mzi even

exists, the blast is solely attributed to Mandla.
Mandla is turned into a hero— a black pimpernel.

Overnight
Batata
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lusts for revenge and further inflicts his rath upon Soweto.
The police pressure their contact among the people, the bar
and shopkeeper, Noah to report to them any information he
might come across through the gossip of his patrons.

As a

police informer Noah is a traitor to his own people.

He

despises the young revolutionaries for disrupting the
township.

He is comfortable with his status as a white

man's slave;

his aspirations extend only so far as his

immediate comfort and wealth are concerned.

Noah does not

care what the young students stand for, as far as he is
concerned they are traitors to his government;

a government

which depends on and is maintained by blacks such as Noah.
Fortunately for the revolutionaries there is a
black policeman who is sympathetic to their cause.

Sergeant

Ndlovu is the black counterpart of the camp doctor in
Coetzee's book, The Life and Times of Michael K .

He, like

the camp doctor, is part of a system which he hates yet
feels is inescapable.

Before he had joined the force,

Ndlovu had gone to several meetings where he had come into
contact with leaders of the Resistance Movement.

Inspired

by men such as Nelson Mandela and Uncle Ribs, he had watched
ten years earlier as the Resistance Movement and its members
were forced underground.

For his part, Ndlovu believed he

could serve their cause from a position of protection by
joining the police force;

at least this is what he told

himself to alleviate his guilt.

Shortly after the bombing
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of the police station, Ndlovu and other members of the
Security Branch are called together for a meeting with their
superior.

Thumbing through photographs, the superior pulls

out the police file on Uncle Ribs ordering that he be picked
up immediately for questioning.

Ndlovu*s heart stops when

Major Hall presents the photograph before his eyes.
strange metamorphosis occurred in that instant.

"A

He became a

member of the Resistance Movement and acted as one."11
Knowing that he must act immediately, Ndlovu decides he must
warn Uncle Ribs no matter what the consequences might be.
As he dashes through the streets of Soweto he is made
painfully aware that, despite the fact that he is a
policeman, to the government he is still a black;
inferior.

an

With a new sense he sees himself as being one

with the rest of his race.

"The people walking the streets

under the watchful eyes of the law were part of this being
and he belonged to them.

For the first time he acknowledged

they were wronged, harassed and terrorised by an unfeeling
force."

12

After the successful completion of his

mission he emerges into the street with mixed feelings.
Frightened out of his wits, Ndlovu seeks consolation in the
beauty of the day with its bright glowing sun and soothing
breeze.

For better or worse, he tells himself, the dye has

been cast.
That evening Uncle Ribs prepares to leave Soweto
for Botswana.

The scene between this dedicated old man and
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his wife Sister Joyce is one of the most powerful in the
novel.

We obtain a deep sense of the pain that is felt

between husband and wife.

The agony and courage of what it

means to be a black South African is effectively and
movingly conveyed to us.

For both Sister Joyce and Uncle

Ribs his years with the Movement have been ones of great
sacrifice and agony laced with an undying hope.

Knowing

that perhaps they may never see each other again, they
attempt to console each other by sharing what is left of
their strength.

With firm conviction in his heart he tells

his grieving wife:

For years a slogan kept echoing on my
lips:
‘Freedom in my lifetime.» It was
a mere slogan until the children called
the bluff of the whiteman.
Meeting
Mandla and Mzi has been a tremendous
experience.
I can see the words turn to
fact.
I can feel it in the pulse of my
body, the day is in sight.
. . .Oh I
know you can't believe me o l ‘ girl, but
the day is coming.
A little more push,
just a little more action from all of
us, and this huge boulder that's been
blocking our path, this lid made of lead
that's been sealing our pent feelings,
shall be heaved away.
. . .These boys
have shown me the way.
. . .The voice
must mingle with the flames of burning
Jjmber and the fumes of petrol.
Choked with emotion at leaving his wife as well as his
fatherland, Uncle Ribs takes his leave.
The intensity of this situation is further
aggravated with an explosion at the home of Sister Ida.

The
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young people have stored a variety of explosives there which
only Mandla and Roy are allowed to touch.

One of the

group's members, Keke, causes the explosion.
foolish member of the group.

Keke is the

He is young and joins the

group for the novelty of being a revolutionary.

Oblivious

to the gravity of the situation, Keke defiantly leaves the
house on a frequent basis to visit his mother.

As the

darling of his mother, Keke enjoys returning to her for the
comfort and encouragement she so abundantly provides him.
Keke often resents his lifestyle, many times he wonders why
he joined the group.

He was looking into the bargain of his
life from the day he joined the group.
He looked at the kind of life they
lived.
He heard his own voice cry
'Amandla!
Power!' And he wondered about
that power.
Others might see it, but
he, at the moment, he couldn't.
His
vision was blurred, his courage blunted.
In his lonely, depressive mood he failed
to see the gains notched up by the
group.
He seemed to regret his life of
dodging the cops, of sleeping from place
to place, of eating the most basic of
foodstuffs.
It dawned on him that what
had been seen by most of the group as a
temporary inconvenience had become a way
of life for them: he wondered how long
the group would hold out. And then it
happened.
He fancied there was an
informer within the group.
Nothing
tangible to go by but he became
convinced there was an informer.
What
had the informer done so far? Nothing.
But that's how they operated.
While the other members are out doing their
various errands, Keke prefers to stay at the home base.

Due
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to his idleness, Keke's mind wanders while his supicions
incessantly fester.

Analyzing each member in his mind, he

concludes that Mzi is the informer and even convinces
himself that one of the girls, Bongi, is having an affair
with this infiltrator.

His conclusions are preposterous for

no member of the group except Mandla ever meets Mzi.
paranoia eats away at him;

His

his fear of the police

eventually leads him to betray the group.
One afternoon, Keke broodingly decides that he too
wants to get involved in the production of the petrol bombs.
While all the students— with the exception of Mandla— are
out, Keke attempts to kill time by tinkering in the kitchen.
He sets off a terrific explosion, its sound rips through the
neighborhood.

Seeing that Keke is severely injured, Mandla

risks his life by rushing him to a doctor who has befriended
the group.

The explosion confirms the suspicions of the

neighborhood.

For many it explains what so many young

people are doing at Sister Ida's.

Unfortunately for the

group and Sister Ida, their cover has been blown— Noah is
alerted and notifies the police.
Although sympathetic to their cause, the doctor
fears for the students, He is wise and warns Mandla that
many of their people have come to see the system not as a
mere instrument of oppression but as a mode of employment.
For many blacks the system so firmly entrenched by the
whites is a way of life— it is too late to reverse the
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order.

When the doctor asks Mandla what he hopes to achieve

by the death of Batata, the young idealist insistently
retorts, "To discourage more of our people from joining the
police forceI"

The doctor replies:

Never.
. • .It won't work.
Our
people have come to see the force as
work.
For them it is like going down
into the mine, going to a factory, going
to the classroom to teach. Why, it's
like going into the army to fight their
own brothers.
It has its rewards.
.Survival mfo.
the survival of self,
the survival of stooges.
The police
force is a way of survival.
. . .Have
no illusions about your mission.
It
won't touch the system.
The system
relates to survival for others while it
jelates to oppression to some of us.
The universality of such a statement is quite
evident and one that plagues those concerned with
governmental and societal change.

In many nations in which

revolutions and upheavals of governments have or are taking
place, mass identification with the present or old regime is
something not to be taken lightly.

Changing the people's

consciousness, in effect, severing the bond of loyalty
toward the old regime— no matter how oppressive—
perplexing and challenging one.
with suspicion;

is a

Many view the new ideas

fearing anarchy they tend to opt for

maintenance of the status quo— for security.

Because change

can be a fearful and devastating prospect, stability with a
minimum of political freedom is more acceptable to many than
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is the promise of freedom in an alien and new political
environment.

In countries with a long history of political

repression such as South Africa, a vast portion of the
population has come to accept its inferior status with quiet
resignation.

Change is a hollow word for many.

Content

with whatever niche they have carved out for themselves
under the apartheid system, many opt for living within the
system.

The stakes for rocking the political boat, as so

exactingly depicted in this novel, are too high for most
people;

those who dare often face tragic consequences and

are forced to make painful choices.
Sepamla also shows us how the cruel hand of fate
can turn on those who are relatively innocent of any
wrongdoing.

For Sister Ida the decision to accept the young

people in her home is one with tragic repercussions.

She is

a good woman who loves her people and is sympathetic to the
students' cause.

After the explosion her home is raided and

she along with the students is detained by the police.

The

only people who escape the police dragnet are Mandla and
Mzi.

Although her only crime is compassion, she is

subjected to the harrassment and torture of the police.
heroism is rightfully glorified by Sepamla;

Sister Ida's

refusal "to crack" exemplifies the true strength of the
human spirit.

She affords her tormentors a Christian

charity and is even able to forgive and sympathize with
them.

Her
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With her cool dignity Sister Ida enrages one of
her interrogators beyond the point of his rationality.
Before her eyes, the young policeman discards his mask as
the unemotional "seeker of truth" and temporarily loses
control of his emotions.

Fleeing the room, the policeman

leaves Sister Ida, who, in turn, waits for his return.
Strange this waiting, she reflects, as if he were her lover
for whom she had to wait.

16 Upon his return, she is

aware of a transformation— both in him as well as in
herself.

She can now understand the nature of her

tormentor, and she is sorry for him.

She looked at him and saw in him another
man.
So she felt moved by his
admission.
She became more motherly
towards him because at that very instant
it occurred to her the young cop was
sick like so many other people she met
in her daily work.
He revealed before
her that he lived with subterranean
streams in his make-up.
These were like
little devils exploding into the open at
awkward moments.
In other words he
suffered from dual personality.
The
nature of his work was such that to
survive he developed a split
personality.
The students also experience the cruelty of the
law.

Although they are tortured and pushed beyond the limit

of human endurance, the police are unable to obtain the
desired information.

Ironically, it is from Keke that they

learn of the existence of Mzi.

Keke, who had been at his

mother's at the time of the raid, is interrogated at his
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home.

The mere threat of detention and possible torture is

enough for him;
the police.

afraid only for himself, Keke confesses to

He is not taken in, instead he is left to

battle with what little is left of his conscience.

Various

members of the group are eventually killed by the police;
others including Sister Ida are left to rot in their cells.
The callousness of the law and its total
disrespect for the dignity of human life is epitomized in
the statement of the policeman, Praatnou.

Enraged by Roy's

silence, Praatnou screams at him:

Do you see the walls of this
place...black!
They are black like you
are black.
. .and the ceilings?,
.white!
Like I am white. As you can
see for yourself the ceiling stands on
the walls.
I stand on you my boy, Roy.
I stand on you like every white man
stands on a black man.
There's
absolutely nothing you can do about it.
.You are in our hands to do with
you as we please.
The law is on our
side.
The white man in this country
makes the law, he interprets it.
The analogy expoused by Praatnou speaks for itself.

South

Africa, with its legalized system of terrorism, is exemplara
of what Hannah Arendt refers to as the criminal state.
Armed with the laws allowing it to violate any and every
aspect of an individual's rights, the state is indeed a
criminal one:

the state's existence has become perverted.

Instead of protecting its inhabitants the state has
willfully and deliberately crafted the legal framework in
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which it openly harasses and victimizes a segment of its
population.

According to Phillip Hallie this is the most
19
powerful type of victimization.
Institutionalized
dehumanization is a process which has been imbedded in South
African law over an extended period of time:

in effect,

this process leads the persecuted to believe that they
should be and are inferior.
As mentioned earlier, changing people's
consciousness is a universal problem.

For many of the

student leaders in the 1970's the answer to this dilemma lay
in the Black Consciousness Movement.

Its leader and founder

was Steven Biko, a student activist who was brutally
murdered by members of the South African Security Police on
September 12, 1977.

The primary concern of Biko and his

followers was the building of pride and awareness among
black people.

This involved the careful analysis of the

processes by which the white settlers had stripped the black
people of their freedom as well as demonstrating the
richness and value of African culture.

20

Instilling

in people the value and worth they possess and through which
they can contribute to society is a liberalizing and
educatory process.
powerful tool;

The realization of self-worth is a

it has the potential to motivate and

activate people which in turn can lead to societal changes
on all levels.

Sepamla's hovel is a tribute to these

students and the dedication with which they persued their
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cause.
Meanwhile, Mzi and Mandla are still at large.
Aware that Soweto is being torn apart by the police-search
for them, the two decide to make one last bold attempt on
Batata's life before they flee the country.

Driving through

town, Mandla believes he spots Batata in his car and open
fires.

Much to his dismay the man who dies is not Batata,

Mandla is full of guilt for killing the wrong man.

When he

confides his agony to Mzi the latter retorts, "One cop is as
good as another."

Mandla does not view it this way;

believes he must pay the price for his wrongdoing.

he
He sees

himself as a murderer.
This incident highlights another important theme
of the novel:

the theme of moderation and conscience.

Mandla's guilt and his willingness to take responsibility
for his actions is similar to the young revolutionary,
Kaliayev, in Albert Camus's play The Just Assassins.

As

does his counterpart Kaliayev, Mandla believes that even in
a revolution there are moral limits that must be observed;
not everything is permitted.

Kaliayev, whose mission is to

assassinate the Grand Duke, is unable to throw the bomb due
to the fact that the Duke's niece and nephew are present.
His fellow revolutionary, Stephan, scoffs at his cowardice.
Kaliayev is firm;
children.
policeman.

he refuses to kill those innocent

Likewise, Mandla laments assassinating the wrong
Unable to face himself as a murderer, Mandla
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contemplates going to jail for his crime.

He, as is

Kaliayev, is willing to take responsibility for his crime.
On the other hand, Mzi, in many aspects,
represents the new breed of revolutionary described with
dismay in Koestler's Darkness At Noon.

He is ruthless in

his plans and believes that as a freedom fighter he is
superior.

Although Uncle Ribs admires Mzi's spirit, he is

shocked by Mzi's callousness and disturbed by his
unscrupulous attitude.
at times.

.

.

He notes that Mzi.

"was insensitve

.He fitted the classical example of the boy

who comes to town and makes good: brash and quick-witted."
21
.
Uncle Ribs is also alarmed by the recklessness of
young Mzi— at how he enjoys provoking the police.
drunk with power.

Believing in his own immortality, Mzi

sneers, "They can never touch me,
with the gods.

Mzi is

.

.

.

.Never!

They are the source of my power."

Eventually, he succeeds in his mission;

I walk
22

Mzi ambushes Batata

as the officer leaves his home early one morning.
The closing of the book leaves many questions
unanswered.

We do not know if Sister Ida and the other

detained students are ever released.
contemplating the fate of Mandla.

We are left

Although he is not

captured, he is left behind by Mzi— the latter escapes to
the border.

Sepamla does not leave us with a happy ending;

instead, he leaves us amidst the struggle and turmoil that
is so characteristic of the South African political
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situation.
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CHAPTER V . : MONGANE SEROTE

As with fellow poet Sipho Sepamla, Mongane Wally
Serote has received international attention for his poems
which depict the plight of the black South African, but he
has also written a novel.

The setting for his tale is the

festering black township of Alexandra outside Johannesburg.
Serote*s concerns in his novel are similar to Sepamla*s in a
Ride on the Whirlwind;
his native country?

the degradation of the black man in

the brutality of the racist government;

and the spirit and revolutionary fervor of the young
generation.

Serote takes us through several generations of

Alexandra families;

we witness the hardships and

deprivation encountered by each.

The novel*s most striking

feature is the author's depiction of the squalor that is
Alexandra.

Each generation is stiffled by the inequalities

inherent in social conditions?

each is forced to continue

the doomed cycle of existence.

The seeds of hope planted by

each generation are repeatedly choked by the repressive
regime.
die.

Yet, incredulously, the seed is never allowed to

This seed, Serote implies, is larger, more resiliant

than life itself.

Each generation learns the bitter

hardships experienced by its predecessor.

The power of

remembrance is nurtured by love, and it is from love that
the strength of future generations to perservere will
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derive.
The narrator throughout major portions of the
novel is Tsi.

Young and disillusioned with the poverty he

sees around him, Tsi struggles to maintain some sense of
meaning to his life.

He relays to us his experiences as a

newspaper reporter and as an actor in African liberation
theater.

Tsi is an extremely bright and sensitive man

filled with a growing sense of alienation from his friends,
family, himself, and eventually from life itself.
encounter Tsi he is married and out of work.

When we

While his wife

travels to Johannesburg to work, Tsi spends his days in idle
boredom.

At night he takes to the turbulent streets

visiting friends and frequenting neighborhood bars— the
shebeens.

Walking the streets in a daze, Tsi drinks in his

surroundings— the hordes of people?
buildings;

the burned-out

the litter in the streets— and yet does not feel

a part of them.

MAs usual, I was walking into the crowds.

I have never walked with them.*'

1 With a numbed

complacency, he watches as a man is brutally murdered.

His

impotency, his inability to act and to react symbolizes the
sickness of South African society.

The government dissects

the very life blood of its black inhabitants?
and beaten, Tsi resigns from life.

down-trodden

He is living, yet

emotionally and spiritually he has been killed by the regime
some years back.
One afternoon Tsi visits the grave of his
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grandfather.

While he is paying his respects he comes

across an old man who is a friend of his father.

Exchanging

Smalltalk, they inescapably come to the topic of the
government.

With dismay the elder relays to Tsi:

'They are building bridges, hostels,
beerhalls in our place, without even
asking us.'.
. .'To be defeated is a
very painful thing,'.
. . .'But you
know, when you defeat someone and while
he is lying on the ground, you continue
to beat him, it just shows that you are
not a man.
Men don't fight like that.
That is fear. And I don't blame them,
they must fear, they don't know us you
see. Where they come from, when they
fight, they burn everything up^ You
must have read about Hitler.'
The old man sighs and walks away with resignation.
Tsi notes:

Yet, as

"I could hear his struggling footsteps, dragging

slowly, but also something about them said alot about
strength, or the will to go on and on, no matter how hard
3
things were."
Tsi fights the growing alienation he senses
towards his wife and family.

He sees himself slowly but

surely slipping away from them.

I fear this feeling.
It knocks me down.
It puts the lights out of me.
I do, I
fear this strange feeling.
I do not
know, God, I do not know how many times
it has grabbed me.
Suddenly not knowing
where to go.
It is strange, strange
indeed;
I fear this feeling.
Lost.
Big man I am.
Lost.
Lost, yet aware
that I have someone who loves, cares,
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wishes to be with me.
At home with his parents and his sister, Tsi detects
the solidity of the wall that has wedged between them.
Although he longs to break through this invisible yet very
real barrier, he cannot bring himself to do so.

He sees his

father as a broken man who is frightened by his sons.
father belongs to the older generation;
dreams;

their heroes;

beaten onto dust.

His

they had had their

their high ideals only to see them

His father still clings to his hopes for

it is the only thing that keeps him alive.

Tsi knows his

father fears him because he represents the defiant arrogance
that is the young generation.

Many evenings they have

argued over the best possible way to achieve freedom.

He [Tsi's father] had to believe that
one day, his heroes, his supermen were
going to fly into South Africa and seize
it out of the terrible grip that now
held it. He never listened when we
talked about them and always had buts;
then he would shout about what they were
capable of doing.
They were the ones
who would punish the white man, why did
I not see that? Education had fucked my
mind up, he would say. His heroes were
old men like him, who knew the law, who
had respect, who were not like me,
reading what white people said and
believing it, and then walking the
streets at night, hardly having time for
God, cursing him for creating day and
night instead of a long endless day.
'You ashame us, you_young people,1 my
father would say.
This dichotomy between the old and new generation
is something that runs much deeper than the so-called
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"generation gap", a phrase coined and popularized by Western
society.

The Defiance Campaign of the 1950*8 was a

non-violent approach to combating racism.

Its leaders

believed that through passive resistance an open dialogue
between the oppressed and the white government could be
established.

However, this was not to be the case;

its

leaders were jailed and the movement was forced underground.
The past several decades has seen the rise of militant
action.

Inspired by the liberation of countries such as

Zimbabwe and the decolonization of the African continent, a
majority of black South African youths see violence as the
answer.

For them freedom is something that will not be

handed over to them— it must be fought for;
for in blood;

their blood.

it must be paid

This issue has pitted old

against young, father against son;

yet, as Serote purports,

the bonds of strength and love are there.

Although

generations have been and will be defeated, the seed of hope
does not die.
The atmoshere of Alexandra has contributed to
Tsi's spiritual degeneration;

its squallid conditions lend

to the despair and sense of futility experienced by the
narrator as well as many of its inhabitants.

The conditions

so provocatively described by Serote are renascent of Alan
Paton's portrayal of the urban slums some forty-odd years
ago.

For both Paton and Serote, the townships breed crime

and degeneracy.

Not only do they contribute to the moral
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and social disintegration of the black South African family,
the slums nurture a sense of impotency;
individuals as well.

of helplessness in

The inequity of life between

Johannesburg and Alexandra is blatantly obvious;

a crime

almost in itself.

Alexandra is one of the oldest townships
in South Africa.
It is closely related
to Johannesburg.
From the centre of the
Golden City to the centre of the Dark
City is a mere nine miles.
Where one
starts the other ends, and where one
ends, the other begins,
the difference
between the two is like night and day.
Everything that says anything about the
progress of man, the distance which man
has made in terms of technology,
efficiency and comfort:
the Golden City
says it well;
the Dark City, by
contrast, is dirty and deathly.
.The Saturdays and Sundays of Alexandra
roar, groan and rumble, like a troubled
stomach.
The same days in Johannesburg,
are as silent as the stomach of a dead
person.
The weekdays of Alexandra are
like a time when thousands of people
arrive in a place at the end of their
pilgrimage— nothing is still, the
streets buzz.
Here in the turbulent streets of Alexandra, the
children die before they discover that life is meant to
live.

The cesspool they call their home sucks them under,

dissecting the very ambition and feeling of self-worth from
their young bodies.

Alexandra, along with the other

townships in South Africa, symbolize the agonizing defeat
and humiliation of the black man at the hands of his white
oppressors.

Tsi walks the seven streets comprising
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Alexandra as if in a trance.

The mere sight of the dismal

reality that is Alexandra— the smelly water full of rubbish;
the tin boxes called homes sandwiched side by side;
dusty streets— cause him to literally choke.

the

Unable to

focus his mind on any one thing, Tsi feels an intense
suffocation and watches as he sees his life drain from his
lean frame.
In his younger days Tsi had been full of hope.
Alexandra affected him but not in such a constricting,
detrimental fashion.

He eyed the filth around him confident

that he would one day liberate his people.
reporter, Tsi took great pride in his work;

As a young
yet, several

incidents with the police quickly erased his ambition and
his days as a reporter and photographer came to an abrupt
end.

For the first time he began questioning his ideas of

freedom and even curses his knowledge.

He believes he knows

too much and begins "to envy those who had never read, who
had never dared to be ambitious about anything."
he could become a mere face in the crowd;

He wishes

a part of those

who mindlessly went to work, never questioning anything.
Yet he cannot bring himself to ignore the burning questions
imprinted on his brain;

he cannot plead ignorant to "the

graffiti" written in dust on the streets.

The graffiti was legible, but all of us,
the masters and servants alike, did not
want to know anything about them.
So
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they were not legible.
Those of us who
cursed, who tried to decipher them ended
on some island near Cape Town, where the
law of the white people was made.
The
island had been used before, for
criminals and victims of leprosy.
There
were many, many of them there, and many
were still headed there, but a lot more
refused to look at the graffiti.
The
price was too high.
He next joins the staff of McLean College and is
assigned to head a research unit which was aimed at
compiling syllabuses for high school dropouts, and
investigating ways of effectively introducing correspondence
school to blacks in South Africa.

His job takes him on the

rounds and into the areas where he had been a reporter;

it

also brings him and his co-workers into a head-on collision
with the Institute for Christian National Education— the
enforcement agency of Bantu Education.

Once more he sees

his dreams and the possibility for their fruition.

By

exposing youths of the streets to African, Afro-American,
and Afro-Caribbean literature, Tsi believes he is watching
the "crumbling of the walls of ignorance."

Completely

immersed in his job, he witnesses joyfully as the McLean
program begins reaching out and breaking through the
barriers of language, class, and place.
short-lived;

Yet his joy is

at the height of success Tsi is called to

appear before members of the Security Branch.
As elaborated in Sepamla's novel, Tsi experiences
the intimidation of the iron-fisted law.

The police

threaten him pointing to the "famous window" on the tenth
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floor of John Voster Square;

a window from which many

blacks under interrogation have "jumped" to their deaths.
Questioning Tsi on his stand regarding the concepts of
Separate Development, the Nationalist government, and black
education, the police threaten to detain him as a Communist.
Hours later he returns to the office and is confronted by
his boss.

Alarmed that Tsi has mixed politics with the

educational aims of the college, his superior reprimands
him.

Disillusioned and disgusted, Tsi walks out never to

return.

With this incident Serote implies that

politics— especially in South Africa— is inextricably
interwoven into all facets of life:
ignored;

politics cannot be

it is something that all South Africans are

confronted with daily.
The second half of the novel focuses on the young
revolutionary, Oupa— the nephew of Tsi.

As with Sepamla's

heroes, Oupa is idealistic and confident that he can
facilitate and, most importantly, actualize his people's
triumph.

Oupa possesses many of the same charactersitics as

his uncle Tsi— his quiet, aloof manner;

his need to take to

the streets— yet, unlike the latter Oupa remains optimistic.
As are the other students in the group, Oupa is committed to
violence;
come.
elders:

he believes that the time for liberation has

Yet, he is consistently reminded by one of his
"This is a long, long struggle;

it has long been

here, we used to talk about the same things which you are
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talking about."

Nonetheless, the young people continue to

resist, and Alexandra is turned into an armed camp.
Eventually, Oupa is arrested, tortured, and murdered by the
police.

Once again the cycle of death has been completed.
With the novel1s close we are once more left with

Tsi— now an old man— and his thoughts.

Standing in line for

bread, he contemplates his nephew's death.
he sees the faces of the hungry.

All around him

Hearing the sounds of the

bombers in the sky, Tsi concludes:

The pilots who fly the planes— like
these mothers and their children and
their bundles— stare and stare and
stare, in the way that only a human can,
in the only way that a human fears. At
a certain point, the stares of fear and
of hunger look alike.
It does not
matter whether one flies a plane or
stands in a queue.
• . .We know that,
while we fear them, they are also in
great fear to fall. We know— as they
roar above our heads— that since we are
human and they are not, we can wait and
they cannot.
. . .We can fall and
they will fall.
. . .The strongest
will win the game.
It is costly. But
the strongest will win it. Who is the
strongest?
(8)
As he mulls over these thoughts, in the near distance, he
hears the cries of a mother giving birth.
continues.
power?

In Serote's novel we

the power of hope.

The cycle

are witness to an undying

Time after time, bright,

ambitious young people are killed, but the seed is carried
forth.

With each new birth, the seed of hope is resown.
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CONCLUSION

The authors studied in this work take various
approaches and attribute varying causes to the entrenchment
of the repressive South African political system.

Alan

Paton traces the roots of the system to the myth of
Afrikanerdom which translates into a stringent, unforgiving
Calvinism legitimizing the present system.

For him the

solution to South Africa*s racist system lies in the
Christian concepts of love and equality for all men.

Next

we have Nadine Gordimer*s challenge to the liberal white
middle-class.

Equipped with all the privileges that a white

skin confers, their liberalism is but a cultural gesture to
black society and does not openly challenge or address the
fundamental illnesses of society.

Moreover, this failure of

the liberal attempt to embrace the black man directly
contributed to the rise of black consciousness as blacks
came increasingly to reject white liberalism as the answer
to their problems.

J.M.

Coetzee, on the other hand,

attributes the maintenance of the apartheid system to the
terrorism actualized and implemented by the state.

He

likens South Africa to a totalitarian state equipped with
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the necessary tactics to brutalize, terrorize, and
demoralize its population.

But both Sipho Sepamla and

Mongane Wally Serote have a different explanation:

black

collaboration with the state ensures the maintenance of the
existing status quo.
through revolution;

The only way to achieve equality is
time after time non-violent attempts at

change have proved fruitless.
In all of these writers we sense a note of despair
and, above all, fear.

But, also, there has been, from Paton

on, an evolution of political consciousness.

The movement

is from a Christian, non-violent approach, to the liberal
attempt to address racism, and finally to a more radical
approach— revolution.

The next stage in the evolution of

poltical consciousness has not yet emerged but will almost
certainly turn on the question:
what?

and after the revolution,

Surely the predicament for South Africans, as

demonstrated in these author's works, revolves around this
very issue.
revolution?"
evaded.

The question of "what is next after the
is one which the novelists have persistently

Again and again the novels evaluated in the

preceding pages end in an aurora of uncertainty regarding
the political future of South Africa.

While it is true that

the authors attempt to cite causes and various contributing
factors which aid in the entrenchment of this repressive
political regime, when it comes to possible solutions they
reach out and come up empty-handed.

This, in part, mirrors
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the confusion of the various poltical opposition groups.
Like the novelists, they know they want a liberal,
non-racist society and so on, but how to accomplish this end
is both a confusing and perplexing proposition.
In light of the violent events which have taken
place in South Africa in the past year, it has become
increasingly apparent that the more moderate approaches are
no longer feasible.

In fact, views similar to those

espoused by Paton appear almost ludicrous and politically
naive at best.

Because the writer is witness to the glaring

inequities existing between the races and responds with
feeling he inevitably involves himself and his work in the
struggle for justice.

For

many South African writers this

situation involves a perplexing dilemma:

how does a

recorder of "beauty and truth" reconcile himself with the
realities of oppression which so heavily impinge on his
daily existence?

Moreover, when one considers George

Orwell's observation that a writer's "subject matter will be
determined by the age he lives in,"1 it becomes
increasingly difficult for the novelist to avoid the
question of revolution and

its possible consequences. The

increasingly brutal methods of the South African police— the
murdering of several black activists held in custody, the
open-firing upon black mourners at funerals, and the
arbitrary arrests of blacks admitted to hospitals— render it
impossible for any human being concerned with justice and
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equality to allow the present system to remain intact.

One

has the obligation if not to overthrow the government, then
to most certainly render one's disapproval via any and all
means possible.
In order to understand the gravity of the
situation it is imperative to examine the basic social
realities which exist today in South Africa.

For the black,

the social and political reality is that 80 percent of the
population lives below the poverty line, they have no
political rights and are seen as guests, not native
inhabitants, residing in South Africa.

Moreover, under the

Orderly Movement of Black Persons Act, millions of black
Africans are systematically being re-located to their tribal
homelands away from "whites only" designated areas.
Incidentally, this act has been referred to by many of its
critics as the Genocide Bill.

On the other hand, the 4

million whites of South Africa possess full political rights
and enjoy all the luxuries that a white skin confers.

While

white South Africans enjoy one of the highest living
standards in the world, they as a group are plagued by fear
and uncertainty.

Until recently the violent protests

occurred mainly in "non-white" areas;

yet, the recent

bombings and demonstrations in various major cities attest
that this is no longer to be the case.

Consequently, the

government has installed anti-terrorist training centers
decreeing it mandatory that all whites engage in target
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practice and know how to shoot in case of a "civil
disturbance."

The ammunition supplied by these centers is

made in the United States.
At present, tension is a predominant
characteristic of the South African socio-political
environment.

It is obvious that the Nationalist Party has

no intention of granting any political concessions to the
"non-white" population.

The government's proposal to enact

a three-tier parliament to give coloureds and Indians
representation is a chimera.

The plan was rejected by these

two groups— only 4 percent of eligible voters cast their
ballots.

The Indians and coloureds viewed this "concession"

by the government in its true light:

a political ploy to

appease them while simultaneously changing and improving
nothing.

No provisions were made for the 16 million black

Africans of the land.
For many black activists fruitful action must be
implemented by the government as quickly as possible.

In

particular, Bishop Desmond Tutu, winner of the 1984 Nobel
Peace Prize, notes:

"Everyday that passes merely serves to

erode further the credibility of those wanting to talk, and
increase the acceptability of those who say the only
2
language possible is the language of force." Some
steps in the right direction include abolition of the pass
laws;

the halting of population removals;

a movement

toward a unitary system of education thereby scrapping the
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Bantu Education Act?
National Convention.

and, finally, a commitment to a
3

However, the recent oppressive

actions implemented by the government indicate that the
white minority has no intention of making any such
concessions in the near future, if ever.

The government's

unwillingness to afford its majority population with
political and social rights signals the inevitability of its
destruction through violent confrontation.

Whether it

occurs one or ten years from now is impossible to discern?
the fact remains that it will eventually occur.
In the past year the international community has
increasingly focused its attention on South Africa.

More

importantly, the harsh realities of life there have been
brought to the attention of millions of people who possessed
no prior knowledge of the injustices hallmarking this
country's socio-political system.

Hence, an ongoing debate

has ensued between nations and among citizens regarding the
South African question.

Particularly, in the United States

the question of disinvestment has sparked great controversy.
Those who are against disinvestment in South Africa claim
that the blow rendered to the South African economy would
inevitably harm black trade unions which they suggest is the
one remaining form of non-violent leverage possessed by
blacks.

While this may be true to a certain extent, the

political bargaining strength possessed by black unions is
precarious indeed.

Prior to the days of high technology,
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these unions had virtually no power?

if laborers went on

strike they were easily replaced— in many cases, the very
next day.

However, due to the increase in demand for

skilled workers in certain high tech sectors of the economy,
skilled black workers have more clout— although fewer in
number— than their fellow unskilled workers.

In effect, the

high tech revolution has created an upper eschelon of black
labor, a petit bourgeoise, which has more political
bargaining leverage than the majority of black Africans.
The government is aware of this and has cultivated the petit
bourgeoise to some extent thus driving a wedge between them
and their unskilled counterparts.

The government hopes that

this will jeopardize black solidarity?

by cultivating this

upper crust of black workers it hopes to ensure their
loyalty to the existing government.

What all this signals

with regard to the mobilization of black workers is unclear?
yet, I do not believe that black trade unions will be the
vehicle through which blacks will obtain social and poltical
freedom.

The unions' power is too precarious and their

vulnerability to the government too extreme to be considered
a stable, reliable force for black liberation.
Many companies who refuse to disinvest also claim
that if they leave South Africa many blacks will lose jobs.
Moreover, they argue that blacks receive better treatment
under their employment than in other lines of work.

I see

these feeble arguments as a smokescreen hiding their real
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objectives.

Afterall, black labor comes pretty cheap at

forty cents an hour.

However, there have been some

organizations and companies that are willing to lose profits
for the sake of humanity.

In particular, the American

Council of Churches, the largest religious council in the
United States, recently announced that it planned to disvest
its holdings in companies operating in South Africa as well
as sever all financial relationships with any companies
continuing to deal with or have holdings in South Africa.
As human beings, we all have a stake in the black
South African's guest for freedom.

The whites have been

able to dominate the country through the use of brute force
and terror.

They have declared the blacks inferior and

maintain the necessary weapons to keep "inferiors" in line.
On a universal level, the vulnerability of the blacks is
indicative of a stronger group declaring its superiority
over any or all other groups.

Their vulnerability is our

vulnerability, for as human beings, we are all potential
victims of such devastating mentality.

Hence, as potential

victims all people must unite to combat such oppression.
Through solidarity with "real" victims, we can effect
constructive and rudimentary change.

The demonstrations

held in this country and others can and will continue to
leave their impression on world leaders and governments.
a recent interview, Nadine Gordimer reflected on the
significance of such protests.

In
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The walls of Jericho are not going to
fall because people demonstrate.
But
it's not true, as South Africa says,
that the outside world has no influence.
South Africa is very concerned about its
image in the rest of the world.
It
wants, for a million cultural and
political and economic reasons, to
belong.
. . .public opinion in this
country (America) is important.

Public opinion has been successful in moving our
lawmakers in the right direction.

Although the

Lugar-Mathias-Dole bill (as it presently stands) has various
crucial defects, the fact that it proposes to increase aid
significantly to the black population while simultaneously
imposing additional economic and political sanctions against
the South African government is in and of itself a
significantly positive step.
If the South African government does not eradicate
or change its policies and a black revolution occurs, what
would become of the whites?

The leaders of the black

people, in particular, Nelson Mandela who has been on
Robbens Island for over twenty years, urge moderation.

In a

country where blacks outnumber the whites by five to one,
the inevitability of blacks gaining political power is
certain.

Furthermore, blacks have repeatedly expressed

their desire for Nelson Mandela to be their chosen prime
minister.

It is entirely up to the whites whether he obtain

that position through peaceful negotiation or violent
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bloodshed.
Power!"

As each day passes the cries of "Amandala!

grow louder and more audible to an increasingly

sympathetic world.
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